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Achnowgedgmen2s

Every ten years, the National Council of Teachers of English issues an official set of
guidelines for programs that prepare teachers of the English language arts. This document
represents a new set of such guidelines, built upon those published in 1986.

Three years ago the NCTE Standing Committee on Teacher Preparation and Certifica-
tion met at the NCTE Spring Conference in Richmond, Virginia, and began to make a series
of not-always-easy decisions that led to this set of guidelines. (But the revision process had
begun years earlier with the work of Denny Wolfe, chair of the coi=ittee that prepared the
1986 guidelines. It was continued and developed further by Gillian Cook, chair of the Standing
Committee from 1987 through 1992.) We were determined to build statements about teacher
education on the wisdom and insights of a wide cross section of NCTE members. To this
end, members of the committee volunteered to act as liaisons to various sections, confer-
ences, commissions, standing committees, committees, and assemblies of the Council. The
NCTE leaders responded with ideas, suggestions, and criticisms that have helped our work
immeasurably. We thank each of them.

Our Standing Committee also decided to divide itself into three subcommittees to ex-
plore the three areas of emphasis (knowledge, pedagogy, and attitudes) in the 1986 guide-
lines and to consider whether the 1996 guidelines should be organized around the same
three broad areas of teacher preparation. Three long-term members of the committee were
chosen to chair these subcommittees. Jacqueline Bryant-Turner, Leni Cook, and Bill Peters
guided the work of each subcommittee and communicated by mail, fax, phone, and e-mail
at a furious rate. All this hard work resulted in a meeting during a warm July in Urbana, at
which we conceptualized the current document; we also met almost nonstop during two
NCTE Annual Conventions. No Guidelines would exist without the dedication and vigi-
lance of these three members.

Sandra E. Gibbs, the committee's NCTE liaison, both kept us on track and brought to
our work her extensive experience and understanding of research and best practice in the
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viii Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts

preparation of teachers of English language arts. She supplied documents that brought us
up to date on the work of the many standards projects that had an impact on our work, and
she kept us informed about the developments within the National Council for the Accredi-
tation of Teacher Education, the International Reading Association, and other nationalorga-
nizations that influence teacher preparation. She brought us together at that July meeting in
Urbana, helped us think through the issues, and participated in the discussions, analyses,
and debates that marked that meeting. Without her, we might still be examining the issues
rather than celebrating the publication of the 1996 Guidelines.

A special friend of the committee is Delores Lipscomb. Though not a member of the
committeeand we tried to persuade her to accept membership despite her other major
commitmentsshe joined us for that meeting in Urbana, sharing her insights into teacher
preparation and her expertise on teaching in urban settings. Her influence is clear in every
aspect of these Guidelines.

I personally owe a special debt to Patricia Kelly and James Brewbaker, who served as
an editing team for the final draft of the Guidelines. They eliminated jargon, redundancies,
and ponderous sentences, and the Guidelines improved in readability and style under their
figurative red pens.

A special thanks also goes to Larry Crapse, English coordinator for School District One
in Florence, South Carolina. Although he is not a member of the Standing Committee, he
offered us the insight of his experiences as a new teacher. His reflections illuminate both
what preservice teacher education can do and what, in the end, is beyond its scope.

There are, of course, others who critiqued parts of this document, who dropped by our
committee meetings and program sessions at NCTE conferences, and who spoke with us
during breaks at NCTE general sessions to provide us with ideas and sometimes to insist
that we look carefully at this issue or that problem. We have, no doubt, pleased a few and
disappointed some others. But even if our revision of the Guidelines does not satisfy all
who helped us, we do thank you and reassure you that we thought carefully about every
suggestion that you took the time to share with us.

Robert C. Small Jr., Chair
NCTE Standing Committee on Teacher Preparation and Certification
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IknitroducUon

At ten-year intervals for most of its eighty-five years, the National Council of Teachers
of English has presented the profession with a statement of what effective teachers of the
English language arts need to know and be able to do; these regularly updated statements
also discuss the attitudes that effective teachers should possess. In many ways each decade's
guidelines give us a fascinating look at the time's prevailing philosophies regarding what
students should learn and how they should be taught. The documents also reflect the chang-
ing views about the role of teachers and schools in general. In addition, of course, these
statements reveal changing ideas about how teachers should be prepared.

These periodic updates mirror the changes in the country and at the same time look to
the future. They also take into account research findings and theoretical positions about the
nature of language; its use in reading, writing, and oral communication; and the factors that
support or inhibit effective language use. And as electronic media have advanced, the state-
ments have incorporated new concepts of language and language use. Although it would be
difficult to document statistically, the pace of change in the profession clearly seems to have
grown more rapid, as evidenced in the differences between the 1976 and 1986 statements
and between the 1986 and 1996 editions. In the introduction to the 1986 Guidelines, Denny
Wolfe, Chair of the NCTE Standing Committee on Teacher Preparation and Certification
that prepared those guidelines, identified the changes that had taken place since the writing
of the previous statement:

This revision, like other such NCTE documents which precede it, acknowledges changes
in educational theory, research, and practice that inevitably determine the emphases in
preservice teacher education programs. Since the 1976 Statement, several factors have
emerged or intensifiedfactors which must be considered in any document advancing
recommendations for English language arts teacher education programs. Among these
factors are the increased use of standardized testing for both students and teachers; the
growing influence of psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics on the teaching of English
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as a second language; pedagogy for exceptional students; recent developments in tech-
nology, especially the microcomputer and calls for "computer literacy"; a variety of
learning theories in composition, accompanied by process-oriented approaches to the
teaching of writing; influential literary theories developed since the "New Criticism";
research investigating connections between language and cognition; and the language-
for-learning movement. (p. 1)

In the decade since those words were written, the movement into an electronic age has
increased exponentially, so that computers now populate nearly every school and many
classrooms. Students routinely compose, edit, and publish their essays, poems, and other
creations on the computer. Clearly "computer literacy" is now an essential tool for success
in most schools, and increasing numbers of colleges and universities require students to
come equipped not just with computer skills but with their own computer hardware; and
once students are on campus, they may find their residence hall rooms equipped with access
to electronic mail and online services.

Another issue raised in the 1986 Guidelines was the criticism of American education
that had appeared a few years earlier:

In the early 1980s, a spate of reports documented and analyzed the state of contemporary
American public schooling, among them High School: A Report on Secondary Educa-
tion in America (1983), A Place Called School: Prospects for the Future (1983), A Na-
tion at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform (1983), and Horace's Compromise:
The Dilemma of the American High School (1984). These and other reports called for
radical reforms of public school curricula and of the preparation and professional ad-
vancement of teachers. (pp. 1-2)

Today, the criticism of American schools has become more frequent and more strident than
that of ten years ago. Talk-show hosts, home-schoolers, politicians, and self-appointed ex-
perts regularly castigate the schools for failing to educate America's youth. Schools are
condemned for producing illiterate graduates. Expertise in "correct" language use is de-
clared lacking but sorely needed. Students are expected to write well and speak effectively,
to think analytically and present ideas forcefully. Familiarity with the literature and culture
of the Western worldif not the world in generalis proclaimed important because it
creates "cultural literacy" and passes on the historic values of the culture.

Yet while critics are calling for reform in our schools, funding for education programs,
including those that support the preparation of teachers, is cut. Ignoring this withdrawal of
support, critics direct much of their blame at classroom teachers and at the ways in which
teachers are prepared. Although not all teachers of the English language arts may agree with
the reasoning of the critics, at least we can be sure that what we teachand what and how
we teach teachers to teachis seen as important even by our most severe detractors.

Through recent and ongoing efforts to create standards for what students acquire through
language arts education, the profession itself has become conscious of mahy areas of con-
tention among teacher educators. However, as stated in the 1986 Guidelines,

[I]t is important for NCTE to affirm what it believes to be significant in the preparation
of teachers of English language arts; at the same time, NCTE is obliged to suggest guide-
lines for others to follow in developing programs that prepare teachers of English lan-
guage arts at all instructional levels. (p. 2)
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Introduction 3

Doing so is clearly no easy task. And, although essential, finding agreement within the
profession becomes increasingly difficult. Today, as opinions about the roles of schools and
teachers continue to multiply, those of us who teach the English language artsa diverse
body with strongly held viewsdisagree among ourselves about our own subject and our
own view of the role of the teacher. For example, the strongest advocate of "cultural lit-
eracy" is himself an English professor; yet even some who disagree with his position have
also raised serious questions about current school literature programs. Thus, as the Standing
Committee worked its way through many meetings, drafts, e-mail conversations, revisions,
and a barrage of computer disks, these differences within the profession, as well as those
raging in the public arena, surfaced in our responses to each other. One member of the
committee termed our efforts at finding the voice of the profession as "shooting at a moving
target," and we all agreed.

PREPARaNG ENGLOSH MAJORS AND
PREPARONG ENGLISH MAJORS WHO WELL BE TEACHERS

The committee began the development of these Guidelines by making a distinction
between what a program for English majors should require as outcomes and what, in addi-
tion or differently, a program to prepare English language arts teachers should require. The
distinction seemed a helpful one, and we held to it throughout our three years of work. We
were careful to keep in mind that the distinction was not one of the programs' worth but one
of differing purposes. We agreed that both programs, but especially the one for teachers,
should produce individuals whose experiences have been such that they know that "all
language processes are integrated and, hence, that language study should be approached
holistically" (1986 Guidelines, p. 3).

The members of the committee, however, found themselves in at least partial disagree-
ment concerning a belief that permeated both the 1976 and 1986 versions of the Guidelines:

English is viewed not only as a body of knowledge but also as a process, an activity
something one does. That is, one uses and responds to language in a variety of ways and
in a variety of contexts. Teaching English and language arts as process and activity, then,
requires the building of student-centered, interactive classroom environments. (1986
Guidelines, p. 3)

Although we agreed on the importance of processes, we disagreed with the previous state-
ments' focus on "student-centered, interactive" learning alone; we believe that direct teach-
ing also has a place in the education of teachers of the English language arts. We do concur
that teachers at all grade levels need to understand what language is, how it is acquired and
developed, and how to provide students with experiences and opportunities to use their
language in order to develop expertise in communication. And we agree with the earlier
committees that diversity of situations is important, especially as students move into a world
that is becoming more and more het,erogeneous.

Although "process" has become a negative word in many people's lexicon, these guide-
lines reflect a perspective that recognizes that language use is a process: a process that
begins with the use of oral language in very young children, and continues throughout life;

12



4 Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts

a process that is holistic (itself a controversial term) and integrates the traditional "language
arts" of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Research and theory in the field of lin-
guistics from the last ten years have added support for this belief that undergirds both the
1986 and 1996 Guidelines. It has become increasingly clear that language development
must be active rather than passive, whether a teacher is dealing with reading skills or litera-
ture, with oral or written composition.

WHAT SHOULD BEGINNING TEACHERS KNOW,
BE ABLE TO DO, AND BELIEVE?

The current guidelines represent the committee's best view of what the profession might
say about what teachers of the English language arts should believe, know, and be able to do
in classrooms. We see them as building on the areas discussed in the 1976 Statement and the
1986 Guidelines. The members of the committee agreed early on that one's preparation to
be a teacher does not end with graduation from a college or university. As stated in the
introduction to the 1986 Guidelines:

This document, like the 1976 Statement and earlier NCTE recommendations, takes for
granted that the education of teachers of English language arts is a continuing, lifelong
process. No prospective English language arts teacher can attain, through an undergraduate
teacher education program or even a program leading to permanent certification, a total
command of the art and science of teaching; therefore, teachers should not consider their
preparation ended when they receive permanent certificates and tenure in their jobs.
Teaching involves the growth of an individual as a professional, as a scholar, and as a
human beinggrowth which develops only through experience in teaching and through
lifelong learning. (p. 4)

So we considered carefully what was different about preparing a beginning teacher and
what was needed for the lifelong education of teachers. We agreed with what the 1986
Standing Committee stated:

The preservice teacher education program should initiate and develop certain knowl-
edge, pedagogical abilities, and attitudes which will be the foundation for the teacher's
subsequent professional careerfor the English language arts teacher as scholar, deci-
sion-maker, and agent of curriculum change. Consequently, the present document ad-
vances recommendations for the essential elements of a preservice education program.
(p. 4)

Our guidelines, then, state what English language arts teachers should believe, know,
and be able to do as teachers. They also lay out a set of initial dispositions, knowledge, and
pedagogical knowledge and skills for the beginning teacher, and they set goals for the ca-
reer teacher. Teacher education programs should ensure that their graduates are knowledge-
able, thoughtful, and skillful at the beginning of their careers, and that they have the poten-
tial to become models of effective teaching. The guidelines do not try to set levels of attain-
ment for each attitude, each type of knowledge, each set of skills. They assume that teacher
education programs, and the professionals who act in them, will be able to set reasonable

13



Introduction 5

levels of achievement for the beginners and help classroom practitioners to set reasonable
goals for themselves.

As has been true in earlier versions of the Guidelines, the committee has not attempted
to establish an English language arts teacher-education program with a predetermined set
of courses or other experiences. Nor do the guidelines deal with questions of undergraduate
and graduate preparation. Rather, the committee has identified the outcomes that any pro-
gram designed to prepare English language arts teachers should produce, recognizing that
there are many alternative ways for programs to reach those outcomes. At the same time,
the committee looked at several model programs and attempted to determine what they
have in common. These broad elements, while basic to successful programs, are descriptive
and not prescriptive (see the chapter "Characteristics of Effective Teacher-Preparation Pro-
grams for English Language Arts").

The use of the term "English language arts" throughout has been intentional in this
document, as it was in the 1986 version, and the term refers to teaching at both the elemen-
tary and secondary school levels. Sometimes distinctions are made between elementary and
secondary preservice education, because of the unique responsibilities, demands, and cir-
cumstances of each educational level. But the essential elements of effective teacher-prepa-
ration programs apply to both elementary and secondary teachers of English language arts.

USONG THESE GU4DEUNES

This document is divided into a number of sections. First, it delineates a set of basic
principles (diversity, content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and skills, opportunity,
and dynamic literacy) which underlie the entire document. The next three chapters detail
the attitudes, knowledge, and pedagogical skills and knowledge that teachers of the English
language arts should possess. Those chapters, which are the heart of the guidelines, are
followed by chapters designed to help the reader place the attitudes, knowledge, and peda-
gogy sections in a meaningful context. Because the committee recognized that attitudes
cannot be separated fully from knowledge or pedagogy, just as those areas cannot be sepa-
rated from the others, we have included a table that shows the interrelations among those
elements. In addition, since national standards for the English language arts were nearing
completion at the same time as this document, the committee prepared a discussion of the
relationship of the Guidelines to national standards.

In order to show what elements are found in effective teacher-education programs, the
committee has included a set of brief models and a discussion of their common features.
Since we see preservice teacher preparation as only the beginning of the process, the com-
mittee has added two documents earlier prepared by commissions of the Conference on
English Educationone dealing with the vital issue of effective transition to teaching and
the other presenting a set of principles for effective inservice programs. Additionally, we
share a personal narrative about the needs of a beginning teacher: Lany Crapse (in the
Appendix) draws on his experience and offers insights into making the first year of teaching
a success.

14



6 Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts

In the closing chapter of the Guidelines, we identify some of the unresolved issues
related to preparation programs for English teachers. There are many differing views within
the profession about the nature of successful teaching and learning, and we hope this chap-
ter will help guide the discussions that must take place as we seek agreement on these
issues.

While Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts is, of course,
not the final word on teacher-education programs, it can be a vehicle to focus thought and
discussion on the vital task of preparing English language arts teachers. Teacher educators
at colleges and universities are one audience for this document. Another consists of practic-
ing teachers of the English language arts, who themselves are important teacher educators
because of their roles as models, supervisors, and mentors. We hope that the Guidelines will
provoke a debate which includes both of these groups of teacher educators, as well as ad-
ministrators, school board members, and other citizens concerned about the success of stu-
dents in our schools.

1-5



Meemena Underdyhv Prrh©Ves

As members of the Standing Committee on Teacher Preparation and Certification de-
veloped these guidelines, we identified a set of principles which underlay the more detailed
and specific items of the three organizing areas of attitudes, knowledge, and pedagogy.
These general principles govern the detailed beliefs, understandings, and skills that we
believe must mark the teacher who emerges from an effective English language arts teacher-
preparation program.

PRONCDPLIES OF DIVERSFY

English language arts education programs should provide teachers with the attitudes,
content, and pedagogical knowledge and skills so that they will:

1. Recognize and value the diversity of students.

2. Promote communication among cultures to foster mutual understanding.

3. Draw upon the diversity of students to enrich and enhance their academic achieve-
ment.

4. Enable students to construct meaning from multiple sources.

5. Encourage the development of students' multiple ways of knowing and understand-
ing.

IS 7



8 Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts

PRINCIPLES OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE

English language arts education programs should provide teachers with content knowl-
edge so that they will:

1. Understand the role that literature plays in the development and understanding of
human cultures.

2. Understand that composing is a practice that covers a wide range of processes, func-
tions, purposes, rhetorical situations, and categories of discourse.

3. Display a broad view of what constitutes texts, including both print and nonprint
media), and demonstrate an understanding that technological advancements can
change both what is considered as text and how text is prepared.

4. Know and be able to use and teach a wide range of critical and interpretive ap-
proaches to literature.

5. Know and understand that the uses of language and literature vary among cultures.

6. Know and understand that the various rapidly developing uses of media and technol-
ogy are becoming integral to teaching practice.

7. Understand the nature of the English language in all its dimensions and recognize
and respect the varieties of that language.

8. Value languages native to students and their families.

PRINCIPLES OF PEDAGOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL

English language arts education programs should provide teachers with pedagogical
knowledge and skill so that they will:

1. Understand and be skillful in planning and implementing instruction that recognizes
students' interests, abilities, and modes of learning.

2. Understand and be skillful in employing authentic ways of assessing students' learn-
ing.

3. Understand that there are multiple positions or orientations for teaching English lan-
guage arts and that many of these are valid in certain contexts and in relation to
students' needs and backgrounds.

PRINCIPLES OF OPPORTUNITY

to:
English language arts education programs should provide teachers with opportunities

1. Develop teaching/learning processes through experiences with a wide range of ver-
bal, visual, technological, and creative media.

17



Statement of Underlying Principles 9

2. Expand themselves as literate individuals who use their critical, intellectual, and
aesthetic abilities to participate in a democratic society.

3. Experience a wide range of literature consistent with their own and their students'
motivations, interests, and intellects:

4. Participate in model classrooms that function as communities of learners and users
of language.

5. Experience and consider the uses of multiple means of assessment.

6. Develop the sense of a professional community and a desire for professional growth
that comes with being an English teacher.

7. Reflect on their own and other's instruction as a means for self-improvement and
self-understanding.

PRINCPLES OF IlOYNAMDC LFERACY

English language arts teacher preparation programs should recruit, nurture, and gradu-
ate new teachers who:

1. Write with proficiency and pleasure, read widely for enlightenment and growth, and
participate in cultural events in their school and in the wider community.

2. Write about and share their experiences as writers and as readers with their students.

18



Attitudes of Effective
English Language Arts Teachers

In any profession, there are certain sets of attitudes essential to the effective conduct of
that profession. For English language arts teachers, these integral attitudes include: valuing
all forms of human communication, including oral, written, pictorial, and signed; valuing
the traditions, culture, and language experiences of learners; valuing the responsibility to
assist students in learning about many forms and uses of language; valuing the innate power,
right, and responsibility of learners to shape their own education; valuing the role of litera-
ture, both as an art form and as a means of understanding the human experience; valuing
composingwritten, oral, and visualas a means of discovering self, learning about the
world, creating meaning, and sharing with others; valuing technology as a potential means
for understanding self and as a tool for teaching and learning; valuing professional growth;
valuing personal experience and communication as bases for growth and as ways to obtain
new knowledge and understanding; and valuing both the products and the process of re-
search.

A positive professional self-image is a cornerstone for enhancing the learning environ-
ment. English language arts teachers should respect their own uniqueness as individuals
and as teachers and the richness they bring to their classrooms. They must be committed to
professional growth, and they must realize that, as they expand their horizons, they increase
their ability to serve their students. They should draw upon a variety of materials to help
students explore conditions and concerns that are the focus of the curriculum. They should
see that their students are actively engaged in problem solving and decision making that
may not lead to one correct answer, and they should respect the ambiguity of an expecta-
tion, position, or role. Thus, teachers of English language arts need to develop the following
attitudes:

10
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Attitudes of Effective English Language Arts Teachers 11

I. A recognition that all students can learn and are worthy of a teacher's attention in the
English language arts classroom.

Research suggests a high correlation between student performance and teacher expec-
tation. Students sometimes receive differing responses from teachers based on such factors
as standardized test data, past classroom performance, race, physical qualities, and gender.
Teachers should be sensitive to student needs so that all students, regardless of differences,
receive encouragement, support, and opportunities to learn.

2. A desire to use the English language arts curriculum to help students become familiar
with diverse peoples and cultures.

In a multicultural society, teachers must help students achieve cross-cultural under-
standing and appreciation. Teachers must be willing to seek and to use materials which
represent linguistic and artistic achievements from a variety of ethnic and cultural perspec-
tives. In such diverse cultural contexts, students explore their own perceptions and values.

3. A respect and enthusiasm for the individual language, dialect, bi-dialectal compe-
tence, and other language variations of each student.

Teachers must treat respectfully the language and dialect that each student brings into
the classroom, recognizing that every dialect has an appropriate use. While providing stu-
dents access to standard oral and written forms of English, teachers should establish an
environment that encourages respect, enthusiasm, and appreciation for all forms of lan-
guage.

4. A conviction that teachers help students grow by encouraging creative and appropriate
uses of language.

Growth in language facility occurs when students experiment with language and re-
ceive respectful and appropriately critical response from teachers and peers. Teachers must
build classroom environments characterized by both freedom and discipline. In such class-
rooms, students take risks by shaping complex ideas through language (both oral and writ-
ten), and they learn to accept responses and criticism that help them improve their language
abilities.

5. A willingness to seek a match between students' needs and teachers' objectives, meth-
ods, and materials for instruction in English language arts that places students' needs at
the center of the curriculum.

Teachers must be able to prepare objectives, select instructional methods, and use ma-
terials for groups of learners, while also tailoring instruction to students' individual needs
and learning styles. Teachers must be able to articulate to administrators, supervisors, and
parents the rationales for their approaches to instruction.
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6. A willingness to encourage students to respond critically to different media and com-
munications technology.

Teachers must make instructional use of students' exposure to and interest in communi-
cations technology and popular media. They must be willing to use nonprint mediafor
example, television and filmas well as print, laser discs, and interactive media to help
students grow both in the use of language and in understanding human behavior. To facili-
tate such growth, teachers should encourage divergent responses to the forms and content
of technology and media.

7. A commitment to continued professional growth in the teaching of the English lan-
guage arts.

Teachers must acquire a sense of belonging to their professional community. They must
both contribute to it and be nurtured by it; therefore, they must be active participants in
local, state, and national organizations that promote professional development. In addition,
they must develop a commitment to lifelong learning of the content and methodology of
their discipline.

8. A pride in teaching the English language arts and a willingness to take informed stands
on issues of professional concern.

Caring about what one does is essential to success and self-esteem. Teachers whorec-
ognize the importance of their work are intensely aware of pedagogical and sociopolitical
issues that affect them and their students. As a consequence, they promote helpful changes
and resist those they see as harmful.

9. A sensitivity to the impact that events and developments in the world outside the school
have on teachers, their colleagues, their students, and the English language arts curricu-
lum.

The English language arts curriculum must consider forces that influence human val-
ues and daily life. Such connections between school and the outside world help sustain
students' motivation to learn. Therefore, teachers must be attuned to both the immediate
and long-term effects of social issues and world events. This sensitivity enables them to link
current issues and events with the goals of English language arts instruction.

10. An enthusiasm for developing lifelong habits of mind to facilitate clear thinking and
critical judgment.

Teachers of the English language arts should employ instruction techniques that foster
and nurture the cognitive and metacognitive processes required for clear thinking and criti-
cal judgment. The educational experiences that teachers provide should enable students to
view their environments and the world in general from a problem-solving perspective and
to draw conclusions from a wide variety of sources. In addition, students should acquire
from such instruction a positive attitude about such analysis and decision making. A pro-
cess of inquiry that promotes reflective thought and concern is a hallmark of a vigorous,
collaborative learning community. Because much learning takes place beyond school walls,
teachers must be aware of and concerned about the actions and efforts of their students in
those larger contexts.
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11. A recognition of the value of diversity of opinion.
Respect for the points of view and opinions of others is critical to mental, emotional,

and intellectual growth. Teachers must, therefore, provide students with opportunities for
and guidance in expressing themselves orally and in writing. They should expose students
to various and differing opinions on topics taken from literature, speech, and media presen-
tations. In addition, they should encourage students to express their reactions frankly in
order to develop their listening skills and their willingness to consider ideas that differ from
their own.

12. A desire to promote the arts and humanities in the daily lives of all students.
Teachers of the English language arts must seek ways to integrate elements of the arts

and the humanities in their daily instruction in order to create a balanced academic experi-
ence for their students. By incorporating traditional and current music, art, philosophy, etc.,
in the students' academic lives, teachers support an understanding that such aspects of hu-
man culture are important for the individual student and for the health of the community.

13. A commitment to encourage students to read and write about the special insights and
feelings they derive from literature.

Literature provides students with opportunities to make use of their own lives and feel-
ings to create fresh works that explain those lives and feelings. Teachers must not only
value such creations but also provide opportunities for students to express their creativity
and to share the results with other students, parents, and other adults. From such positive
experiences, students develop an enthusiasm for reading and learn to share their responses
with others.
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Content Knowledge for Effective
English Language Arts Teachers

In English language arts teacher-preparation programs, the curricula must include not
only that knowledge of literature, language, and the process of composing suitable for ma-
jors in English, but also the specialized knowledge appropriate for teachers of the subject.
The preparation of teachers must include knowledge of and practice in the use of those
instructional methods that research and best practice show as effective in promoting learn-
ing. Thus, this section of the Guidelines assumes that "knowledge base" means more than
the basic knowledge of content-specific English language arts; it also refers to an under-
standing of that basic content knowledge in the context in which it will be usedthe En-
glish language arts classroom.

The knowledge base of effective English language arts teachers can be divided into
nine general areas: language development, language analysis, language composition, writ-
ten discourse, reading and literature, media, instructional media, assessment, and research
and theory.

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

1. Growth in language is a developmental process.
English language arts teachers need a comprehensive understanding of developmental

theories and processes by which people acquire, understand, and use language. This under-
standing is necessary so that teachers can help strengthen students' language abilities through-
out their schooling. Students enhance these abilities by using and processing language in
various contexts. Teachers need to know the relationship of language development to the
fundamental principles and characteristics of human growth so that they set their expecta-

14
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tions of a student's language use and development according to student readiness and achieve-
ment levels. By providing developmentally appropriate experiences, teachers can reduce
learning anxiety and help students become linguistically mature.

2. There is a close relationship between how home language, native language, dialect,
and a second language are acquired and developed.

Initial language acquisition occurs in the home and in a second-language environment
as the need to decipher or to communicate arises. Different from initial acquisition, lan-
guage development is a natural process that children begin as they expand and monitor their
personal language based on what they hear, understand, and use. English language arts
teachers need to be aware of the ways in which language is acquired and developed so they
can provide situations where students can appropriately develop their language skills.

3. Speaking, listening, writing, reading, observing, and thinking are interrelated.
Language development occurs as students use all the language processes and under-

stand the relationships among them. Oral language is a fundamental means of learning, and
it serves as the basis for learning reading and writing skills. Research also indicates close
relationships between language and thought development. Awareness of these principles
and of the holistic nature of language and thinking equips teachers at all levels not only to
use integrated approaches in teaching the language arts but also to provide instruction that
focuses on each aspect of language.

4. Social, cultural, and economic environments are intrinsic parts of language learning.
Students learn language through use, their need to know, and their environments; in

turn, they need to learn to respond to, respect, and understand the communication of others.
Teachers need to understand language variation so they can help students recognize and use
language appropriate to different occasions. Therefore, teachers need to know how to ac-
quire knowledge and understanding of the social and cultural environments of the commu-
nities from which their students come. In addition, to be effective, teachers must be able to
provide opportunities for students to practice language beyond the academic environment
of the classroom.

LANGUAGE ANALYSS

5. The English language is dynamic rather than static.
Teachers must be prepared to help students see English as a language which has under-

gone and is still undergoing many changes which keep it vital and rich in meaning. Studies
of major developments in the history of language may help students cultivate an interest in
and remain fascinated with the language. Therefore, teachers need to know the major peri-
ods of language history and the significant changes in language associated with those peri-
ods. Further, teachers need to be aware of continuing change in language and how change is
evidenced in contemporary language use.
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6. There are many versions of English.
Because of their diverse backgrounds, students may bring many language patterns to

the classroom. Teachers need to understand the nature and sources of language variety and
to develop a global perspective on English. By understanding the major semantic, syntacti-
cal, and auditory systems of English, teachers will be able to provide ways to discuss lan-
guage and its production with students and, therefore, to help students understand how
languages function. Teachers should understand the significance of grammar systems as
one way to discuss language, and they should understand the relationship of scholarly gram-
mar systems to the production of language. This emphasis in instruction, however, should
be based on the use of language rather than on an abstract study of it. Teachers need to
provide opportunities for students to use nonacademic as well as academic English. In do-
ing so, they can help students understand when to use formal structures and when informal
structures are appropriate. Teachers also must understand that the meaning and function of
grammars are grounded in language, rather than thinking that grammar systems drive lan-
guage.

LANGUAGE COMPOSITION

7. There are processes and elements in the act of composing that are crucial to oral,
visual, and written discourse.

Rich oral language experiences are closely related to writing performance. Although
both speaking and writing usually take place in a social context, oral text is sometimes
thought of as informal and _as often preceding written discourse. In truth, both oral and
written discourse contain like elements and follow processes that teachers need to under-
stand in order to help students develop and extend communication skills. Technology has
enlarged these processes to include visual discourse through the use of digital media as well
as through such traditional media as film, video, photographs, and pictures. Visual dis-
course, then, is closely linked with oral and written discourse. While constructing meaning
from their own visual experience and that of others, students compose and evaluate visual
representations. Teachers need to recognize that these representations vary from culture to
culture.

Furthermore, all teachers must know that much practice with expressive language is
necessary for the development of voice or style in all forms of discourse. Such practice
requires speaking and writing for various purposes in a wide variety of forms for many
different audiences.

Teachers also must be aware of equity issues in language, such as the extension of
language codes and registers beyond the limits of standard or formal English; the nature
and use of academic discourse and other forms of writing and speaking to expand rather
than inhibit student expression; and the use and, therefore, validation of global forms of
English in classroom conversation.

Teachers need to provide environments where "public literacy" practice may take place:
where students learn how to take part in public discussions whether written or oral, where
they participate in deciding issues and know how to find information which enables them to
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take part. Teachers need to know that there are "drafts" in the oral and visual as well as the
written composing process. They need to understand the many models and theories of the
writing process, because this knowledge will enable them to choose approaches that meet
their instructional needs. They also need to be aware of the usefulness of techniques to
improve oral and written discourse, such as self- and peer assessment, as well as teacher
assessment.

8. Language and visual images influence thinking and actions.
Verbal and visual languages are powerful influences upon human thinking and behav-

ior. By examining relationships between verbal and visual languages, teachers can help
students understand how to distinguish among the purposes of language and how users of
language achieve these purposes. Teachers also need to be able to help students recognize
differences in visual images as well as in written and oral languagefor example, between
fact and opinion, between symbol and text, between truth and propaganda.

WRITTEN DISCOLMSE

9. Writing is a form of inquiry, reflection, and expression.
Writing is a major form of inquiry which enables students to act effectively in their

immediate social environment and in the larger world. Thus, teachers must understand how
language enhances and refines such inquiry. For this, they must have knowledge of writing
as a process and as a product, and they must be aware of the impact of technology on
student writing.

Teachers who learn about and continuously practice various aspects of composing
prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, publishing, evaluatingare better able to teach those
processes well to their students. Therefore, teachers must practice their own writing skills
in a variety of forms.

READING AND LITERATURE

10. Readers respond to and interpret what they read in a constructive or transactional
process.

Teachers must understand how students respond personally to works of literature and
how these personal responses create their interpretations of those works. Teachers need to
give students the freedom to deal with their own reactions to texts, creating environments
for conversations about and with texts through speech, writing, and other forms. Students
need to understand and value ways of responding to literature, such as identifying with
texts, conceptualizing, visualizing, and reflecting on their own experiences. To foster stu-
dents' personal responses to literature, teachers need to be aware of differing interpretative
stances or approaches and to assist students in selecting such stances or approaches. Teach-
ers must also provide an environment that allows students to develop critical insights and
that supports them in identifying their favorite pieces of literature.
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11. Proficient readers consciously create and discover meaning and monitor their own
comprehension.

Understanding how people read enables English language arts teachers at every level to
identify students' ease or difficulties in comprehending printed material. Theories and re-
search suggest that (1) reading is a constructive process in which readers use structures of
previous knowledge and experience to make meaning from print; (2) readers tend to re-
spond in similar ways as well as in singular ways; and (3) meanings and responses are
sustained by readers' awareness of how satisfactorily they comprehend what they read.
Teachers must know how a text operates, how it shapes thought, and how it manipulates
emotion. With such understanding, they can use questions and comments to encourage
students to analyze their responses and the causes of those responses.

12. There is an extensive body of literature and literary genres in English and in transla-
tionincluding the well-known and the little-known, the commonly used in the curricu-
lum and the rarely used, the traditional and the unusualrepresenting a worldview ap-
proprkete for the classroom.

Literature that captures the imagination of children and adolescents is as diverse as
youth. Consequently, English language arts teachers at all levels need broad and deep expe-
riences with literature. They need to engage in oral and written conversations about a vari-
ety of texts as well as interact with the texts themselves. They should read on several levels,
including but not limited to reading directly for information, understanding, and pleasure.

Teachers need to be able to guide students to become independent readers by providing
them with appropriate choices and by encouraging self-monitoring of reading habits and
processes; they must be familiar with a rich and varied store of literature that will engage
their students. In addition to using literature in anthologies and other school texts, teachers
need to know how to find other literature sources. They need to use contemporary children's
and young adult literature, and other appropriate literature written specifically for the age
and interest levels of their students. Likewise, in order to expand their students' experiences
with literature, teachers must themselves be knowledgeable about literature by male and
female writers, by and about people of many racial, ethnic, and cultural groups, and by
authors from many countries and cultures in all parts of the world. In addition, teachers
need to understand that their students have stories to share from their own lives as well as
from their reading.

13. Literature is a source for exploring and interpreting the experiences of human be-
ingstheir achievements, frustrations, foibles, values, and conflicts.

Teachers of the English language arts must see literature as the core, the humane center,
of the English curriculum. They must be aware of the unique opportunities literature pro-
vides for understanding human experience: as the 1983 NCTE brochure, Essentials of En-
glish, put it, through literature "students broaden their insights, allowing them to experience
vicariously places, people, and events otherwise unavailable to them, adding delight and
wonder to their daily lives."
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Literature affirms our common humanity, illuminates our differences, and documents
how different people at different times have perceived and approached an infinite variety of
human problems and aspirations. To help students understand how literature celebrates hu-
manity, teachers must develop effective ways to allow students to talk and write about
varied forms of literature. They need to model good reading habits for students, showing
that reading can be done for pleasure as well as for academic purposes.

MIED[IA

14. Knowledge of the power and the potential of print and nonprint media is necessary to
understanding contemporary culture.

Teachers need to be familiar with print and nonprint media and understand how people
are influenced by them. They must provide students with the means to appraise the mes-
sages they find both in and out of the classroom. Teachers also need to understand how
nonprint media act as texts as well as visual symbols, and they should encourage students to
construct meaning from these texts and not see them as transmitted reality. It is important
that teachers themselves be able to identify the ways in which messages are communicated
in the media and to be able to judge these messagesthat is, for example, to separate fact
from opinion, logic from fallacy.

Teachers must be able to prepare students to understand the range of mediafor ex-
ample, print and electronic news, television, advertisements, music, videos, gamesand
their effects on individuals and groups. By understanding both the negative and positive
influences of various media, teachers can assist their students in recognizing and dealing
with those influences. Teachers must help their students be aware of the immediacy of
various media and the power their messages have. Verbal and visual media are found through-
out daily living, and new technologies continue to extend modes of communicating ideas
and learning about the ideas of others. Therefore, teachers should be conversant with new
technologies, especially those which may have an impact on their classrooms and students.

ONSTRUCTDONAL MEDIA

15. Instructional technology can aid, as well as add to, the English language arts cur-
riculum.

Instructional technology has changed the way classrooms look and the way students
learn. English language arts teachers need to recognize the potential of media as teaching
vehicles. They need to be able to use multiple resources such as visual materials, techno-
logical devices, interactive tools, and artifacts of contemporary culture. These can provide
fresh access to the English language arts curriculum and support more efficient and produc-
tive learning. English language arts teachers need to be cognizant of the range of television,
film, magazines, course software, newspapers, and other materials that are available and of
interest to students. Of equal importance for teachers is the ability to discriminate between
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valuable instructional media and those that are useless or that potentially run counter to the
objectives of their curricula.

ASSESSMENT

16. Student learning should be described through the use of a variety of assessments.
Given the complex and personal nature of language, no single test or other measure can

give a comprehensive and accurate picture of what a student has learned. Teachers must
understand the strengths and limitations of specific assessment instruments and techniques.
They need to construct and provide models by practicing these assessment techniques with
their own learning and be able to select the appropriate assessment vehicles for a particular
classroom level or curricular objective. Teachers must realize that they cannot rely on one
type or one assessment procedure to determine mastery of content or skill. They also need
to understand that qualitative measures such as observation and interview are as appropri-
ate as quantitative measures such as tests.

Teachers, therefore, must be familiar with authentic assessment techniques and proce-
dures, such as reflective writing, student- and teacher-developed guidelines or checklists,
learning records, portfolio presentations, and exhibitions. They need to know several ways
of assessing student writing performance, such as holistic, primary trait, and analytic scor-
ing of writing. They should be familiar with a range of systems, such as learning records,
that describe student progress in all language processes. Teachers also need to assess stu-
dent achievements and needs using formal and informal methods, including observing stu-
dents at work, keeping anecdotal records, and recording their interpretation of these obser-
vations. They also should use individual and small-group conferencing as interim and final
assessment tools.

17. Standardized testing that alone attempts to describe students according to specific
scores does not adequately reflect or support students' learning potential.

Teachers need to be aware that data from standardized measures are limited as deter-
miners of growth in English language arts. They should understand the negative impact that
such testing measures can have, if misused, on curriculum and instruction. They should
understand the problems associated with relying on any one type of testing instrument or
procedure to determine student learning potential. Teachers, therefore, need to be able to
determine the appropriate formal and informal ways to evaluate student growth in the En-
glish language arts.
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RESEARCH AND THEORY

18. Knowledge of major research findings and theory in the content of the discipline and
in issues and trends that affect curriculum is essential for creating a productive teaching
and learning environment.

English language arts teachers must know the major sourcesfor example, books, pe-
riodicals, reports, and proceedingsof research, theory, and the issues and trends that in-
fluence the content and pedagogy of their discipline. Teachers need to know how to take
advantage of opportunities and resources, including electronic databases, to stay abreast of
current research and theory in the English language arts and allied content pedagogy. Addi-
tionally, English language arts teachers need to understand and be able to use teacher-re-
searcher models of classroom inquiry appropriately.
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Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills
Demonstrated by Effective
English Language Arts Teachers

Because learning forms the mind rather than furnishes it, students come to the class-
room not with empty minds waiting to be filled, but rather with minds already occupied
with both previous experiences and present concerns. It is, however, in the learning process
that students synthesize new experiences into what has been previously understood and
thus reshape their understandings of the world in which they live. Meaning, therefore, is
constructed when new experiences transform what learners already know; and sense of
meaning comes through personal engagement and interpretation and through dialogue with
others.

This view of learning requires teaching practices that help learners internalize, reshape,
and transform new information rather than simply repeat newly presented information. It
also requires students to generate, demonstrate, and exhibit their transformed understand-
ings. In a learning process of this nature, attention is focused on the learner; this focus
changes the role of the teacher and the nature of the learning environment. This perspective
suggests that language is learned in operation. Students, therefore, must be surrounded by
and engaged in talk, writing, and literature. By creating a learning community in which
students work both independently and collaboratively, sharing their ideas, their experiences,
and their ways of thinking, teachers enable students to become immersed in language in
operation. Engaging learners in language, then, is the foundation for classroom activities.

The learning environment teachers create is closely allied to the professional develop-
ment they have experienced. If they understand that students construct their own meaning
from the world around them, teachers will design classrooms in which students will be
engaged personally and socially in activities centered on them. The class will recognize that
such activities are valuable, and both teacher and students will seek out opportunities for
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personal interpretation and group communication, conjecture, argument, and problem solv-
ing. Students and the teacher will value both independent and collaborative thinking; stu-
dents' questions will be encouraged and explored, and validation of ideas will be expected.
The learning environment is the key element in skillful teaching, for the dimensions of
productive learning and teaching are embedded in that environment.

Therefore, teachers of the English language arts must understand and be proficient in
the following areas: instructional planning; instructional performance; instructional assess-
ment; instruction in oral, written, and visual languages; and instruction in reading, litera-
ture, and nonprint media.

ONSTRUCTMMAL PLAMMO

I. Structure English language arts holistically.
Because the English language arts curriculum is multidimensional and involves sub-

stance (literature, language, rhetoric), skills (reading, writing, viewing, listening, speak-
ing), and processes (affective, cognitive, creative), the interconnectedness of these dimen-
sions must be reflected when teachers select, design, and organize objectives, strategies,
and materials. Organizational patterns such as themes, topics, and life experiences, as well
as genres and similar types of approaches, will promote holistic structure. Given the public
nature of education, teachers need to understand how state and locally established objec-
tives, strategies, and materials can be incorporated into lessons and units that reflect such
interconnectedness.

2. Structure the classroom in a manner that encourages students to work independently
and collaboratively.

Knowledge created in discourse requires individuals to construct meaning and to en-
gage in thinking with others. Students, therefore, need opportunities to work as individuals
and in small groups or as a class. When carrying out a project of personal interest, students
may need to work alone; when working to maximize their own and each other's learning, a
small-group or whole-class organization may be best. Regardless of the structural pattern,
however, active learningin which students question their own and other students' ideas,
and in which they explain and support those ideasis an important aspect of overall learn-
ing.

3. Use a variety of materials and media.
Teachers need to use a rich variety of print and nonprint materials rather than relying on

a single textbook. Resources include magazines, public radio and television, recorded mu-
sic, paintings and sculptures, films and videos, as well as novels, nonfiction, poems, short
stories, and plays. Teachers should include works in which ethnic groups and people of
color are represented, works from around the globe, works from popular or contemporary
culture, and works that allow for various levels of language skill. Teachers should also look
to students' own suggestions as an important source of materials.
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4. Plan interdisciplinary units.
Instruction that calls for subject matter across subject lines is increasingly seen by the

profession as important, both because the integrated curriculum will increase richness and
because it will give greater meaning to each of the disciplines. Teachers must understand
the connection of English language arts to other disciplines and be able to plan interdisci-
plinary units with other teachers. Organizing an interdisciplinary unit is a cooperative en-
deavor; teachers must know the roles and responsibilities of teams and their members, how
class time may be structured, how students are assigned to groups, and how common plan-
ning time is best used.

INSTRUCTIONAL PERFORMANCE

5. Create learning environments which promote respect for and understanding of indi-
vidual academic, ethnic, racial, language, cultural, and gender differences.

Because meaning constructed by individuals is influenced by all facets of the individual's
prior experiences, teachers need to apply their knowledge of students' language, cultural
backgrounds, and cognitive characteristics to what they teach and how they teach it. A
single strategy for teaching language and literature limitspossibly even excludesstu-
dents' involvement, and may hamper their eventual success. Teachers need to provide op-
portunities in which the central themes of English language arts subject matter are consid-
ered from as many cultural and intellectual viewpoints as possible. Differences in learning
styles may mean some students prefer working in groups, sharing, and helping, While oth-
ers prefer to work alone. Therefore, teachers must create learning environments that com-
bine opportunities for students to work in groups or individually.

6. Stimulate students in an active, mind-engaging process.
An active, mind-engaging process is one in which students create, discover, and make

sense of the English language arts. In a collaborative learning community, individual work
is not only created but also shared with many audiences. Many voices are heard, enhancing
the learner's ability to speak, write, read, view, and listen. The teacher makes possible a
sharing of students' thoughts and ideas, the reactions of others to those thoughts and ideas,
and each student's rethinking based on those reactions. Through such sharing, students
discover alternatives that bring greater meaning to what they study. As they construct knowl-
edge through shared experiences, they gain insights into not only the central themes of the
English language arts but also the ways in which they learn.

7. Use student creations as a part of the instructional program.
Teachers should view student creations such as poems, essays, videos, songs, and vi-

sual illustrations as materials valuable for instruction and worthy of recognition by stu-
dents, teachers, parents, and the community in general. Students need to see their products
not merely as school exercises but as praiseworthy creations.
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8. Incorporate technology.
Teachers must be knowledgeable about new developments in technology as well as

proficient in applications of technologies already in classroom use, such as overhead pro-
jectors, VCRs, CD-ROMs, and word processors. Teachers must be skillful enough to assist
students in using the technologies that enhance learning.

Teachers also need to be able to evaluate and determine appropriate uses of instruc-
tional technology and its products. They should be able to recognize when technology en-
hances learning and when it is counterproductive, and they should be able to judge the
quality and worth of materials such as computer software, videos, and commercial transpar-
encies.

IINSTRUCTDONAL ASSESSMENT

9. Promote classroom discourse in which student thinking is respected and challenged by
the teacher and other students.

Although the teacher plays a central role in promoting and assessing classroom dis-
course, each student's reflections can create new understandings. Clarification, justification
of ideas, and framing of questions that provoke students' thinking all promote classroom
discourse and serve as evaluations of it. To facilitate discourse, the teacher must be skillful
in helping students make connections among aspects of content and the learners' experi-
ences, reading, ideas, and problems. The teacher also needs to be adept at helping students
serve as the audience for one another's discourse.

10. Use frequent and immediate feedback to help students construct new understandings
and acquire new skills.

To effectively evaluate student performance, teachers must be able to integrate various
forms of assessment into the everyday learning experiences of students. One way to do this
is for teachers to offer frequent and immediate feedback; used well, this approach engages
students as well as the teacher in the assessment process on an almost daily basis. Involving
students in the assessment of their own performance also creates opportunities for them to
take risks, to try out innovative ideas, and to exhibit what they have internalized and learned
through application.

Assessment should include both process and product measures. Teachers need to be
skillful at noting each student's activity at each stage of the learning process, as well as at
judging the quality of any finished product.

11. Develop ways to communicate assessment methods and results to different audiences.
Teachers must be able to select, create, and use testing methods appropriate to their

instructional practices and their students; establish valid grading systems; and communi-
cate a realistic picture of student progress. They must be able to articulate to students,
parents, administrators, and other community members the standards of achievement estab-
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lished for the class, how achievement is measured, and the progress being made by indi-
vidual students. Teachers must keep in mind that some instructional practicessuch as
whole language approaches to literacy, integrating the curriculum, and thematic teaching
are more process-oriented and require forms of assessment different from those used for
more traditional ways of teaching. Such assessment tools and processes may be new to
students and parents and may need additional explanation.

12. Use assessment outcomes to improve instruction.
Teachers should use the information gathered through assessment to improve instruc-

tion. They should make context-based decisions, taking into account a particular class-
room, with a particular group of students from a range of family and cultural backgrounds.
When learning experiences are integrated with various forms of assessment, that assess-
ment provides practical knowledge; reflection on such knowledge can become the basis for
selecting alternative learning strategies, forms of testing, grading systems, room arrange-
ment, and for making other changes to improve instruction.

INSTRUCTION IN ORAL, WRITTEN, AND VISUAL
LANGUAGES

13. Enrich and expand the learner's language resources for different social and cultural
settings.

Teachers should provide opportunities for students to practice various language pat-
terns. Activities can be planned that will help students assess the different situations they
find themselves in and help them employ the English usage required by those situations. At
the same time, teachers need to be able to strengthen students' pride and respect for the
varieties of English that they and others in their communities use. Teachers must know how
to use language variations as a resource to expand students' use and appreciation of lan-
guage.

14. Engage learners in discussion, interpretation, and evaluation of ideas, whetherpre-
sented in oral, written, or visual form.

Language usage is learned best in purposeful efforts to communicate ideas, facts, feel-
ings, and values. Teachers need to actively involve their students in varied experiences with
oral, written, and visual language. They need to use real-life activities such as classroom
demonstrations, visual imagery of certain experiences, metaphor, and drama. Such activi-
ties should focus on the meaning of everyday experiences and offer students genuine oppor-
tunities to communicate.

15. Design instruction that reflects language as a human creation.
In the exploration of language, learners must realize that the invention of language is an

ongoing process of which they are a part. Teachers need to be able to design instruction that
will help students appreciate that language is a dynamic, constantly evolving creation,
uniquely diverse with a rich history. They must be skillful in providing opportunities for
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students to consider their language in different real-world contexts and to understand that
they can draw on their past experiences with language or create new language possibilities.
The important key is to help learners see the direct connection of language study to their

own lives and interests.

ONSMUCTOON Dfl READONG, LOTERATURIE, AND
NONPRDNT MIEDOA

16. Build a reading, listening, and viewing community where students respond, interpret,
think critically, and contrast ideas with others.

So that reading becomes an interactive process, teachers must be skillful inasking open-
ended questions rather than questions with predetermined answers. They must also be ef-
fective in designing activities that challenge students to step outside themselves and view
situations from the perspectives of others. For example, students might be asked to consider
how a piece of fiction or a dramatic work might be different were it presented from the
viewpoint of someone other than the main character. This type of activity allows students to

share their initial responses and understandings and move toward increasingly complex

comprehension.

17. Engage learners in transactions with literature.
In the literary experience, both the reader and the text play important roles in the mean-

ing-making process. Literary texts are sources of intellectual, emotional, and aesthetic ex-
periences from which individual readers create meaning. Teachers must be skillful in stimu-
lating transactions with literature through instructional devices such as response journals,
in-class explorations of texts, consideration of similarities and differences in student re-
sponses, and reflection on and analysis of student responses. From such transactions with
many types of literature, students can learn to distinguish among literary genres and styles,
perceive thematic patterns, and understand the importance of historical contexts for litera-

ture.

18. Promote media literacy.
Teachers must be able to guide students in preparing nonprint materials, such as

storyboards or sound recordings, and in preparing and creating multimedia presentations.
Students need to construct meaning through different media, analyze their transactions with

media texts, and create their own media texts and performances. Teachers must help stu-
dents to explore contemporary media as extensions of literature and as entities in and of
themselves. They need to understand and to be skillful in teaching the possibilities and
limitations of media texts, such as film, video, and television.
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Interrelations:
Attitudes, Knowledge, and Pedagogy

The teaching of the English language arts is a holistic, dynamic, and constructive pro-
cess. English language arts teachers are as diverse as the students and the language they
teach, yet they are called upon to create learning environments and experiences that bring
students and language together in a shared community. This implies an inextricable
interconnectedness among the three strands of teacher preparation: attitudes, knowledge,
and pedagogy.

To illustrate: It is not enough for teachers of the English language arts to love literature,
to value it as an art form and as a way of understanding the human experience; teachers also
need sufficient knowledge of literature which will enable them to introduce students to
appropriate traditional and nontraditional texts, and they need the pedagogical knowledge
and skills to engage learners in meaningful transactions with literature and to assess stu-
dents' responses to it. Attitudes, knowledge, and pedagogy are interdependent.

Similarly, it is not enough for teachers of the English language arts to understand and
use new technologies; they often must be proficient in troubleshooting problems with VCRs,
computers, and laser disc players. They need to recognize the power and potential influ-
ences of a range of media, and be able to incorporate and evaluate instructional technology
in the language classroom. They need, then, to have the knowledge, the skills, and a posi-
tive attitude toward the role of technology in language learning.

The interconnections among attitudes, knowledge, and pedagogylike the holistic struc-
ture of language itselfmust be acknowledged and understood by the teacher of English
language arts. The chart on the following pages highlights some of those connections by
showing how sets of items from each of the three areasattitudes, knowledge, and peda-
gogyillustrate the different underlying principles outlined in the first chapter of this docu-
ment. (The number in parentheses at the end of each entry refers to the numbered entries in
the corresponding chapter. There is no one-to-one relationship between the individual items
across the three categories.)
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CONNEC'ICI[ONS AMONG PRINCIPLES, ATTITUDES, KNOWLEDGE, AND PEDAGOGY

PRINCIPLES ATTITUDES KNOWLEDGE PEDAGOGY

Diversity A recognition that all students can
learn and are worthy of a teacher's
attention in the English language
arts classroom (1).

A desire to use the English lan-
guage arts curriculum to help stu-
dents become familiar with diverse
peoples and cultures (2).

A respect and enthusiasm for the
individual language, dialect, bi-dia-
lectal competence, and other Ian-
guage variations of each student
(3).

A willingness to seek a match be-
tween students' needs and teachers'
objectives, methods, and materials
for instruction in English language
arts that places students' needs at
the center of the curriculum (5).

A recognition of the value of diver-
sity of opinion (11).

There is a close relationship be-
tween how home language, native
language, dialect, and a second lan-
guage are acquired and developed
(2).

Social, cultural, and economic en-
vironments are intrinsic parts of
language learning (4).

There is an extensive body of lit-
erature and literary genres in En-
glish and in translation-including
the well-known and the little-
known, the commonly used in the
curriculum and the rarely used, the
traditional and the unusual-repre-
senting a worldview appropriate for
the classroom (12).

Student learning should be de-
scribed through the use of a variety
of assessments (16).

There are many versions of English
(6).

Create learning environments
which promote respect for and un-
derstanding of individual academic,
ethnic, racial, language, cultural,
and gender differences (5).

Structure the classroom in a man-
ner that encourages students to work
independently and collaboratively
(2).

Use a variety of materials and me-
dia (3).

Promote classroom discourse in
which student thinking is respected
and challenged by the teacher and
other students (9).

Enrich and expand the learner's Ian-
guage resources for different social
and cultural settings (13).

Content
Knowledge

Lan guage

A commitment to continued profes-
sional growth in the teaching of the
English language arts (7).

A conviction that teachers help stu-
dents grow by encouraging creative
and appropriate uses of language
(4).

A pride in teaching the English Ian-
guage arts and a willingness to take
informed stands on issues of pro-
fessional concern (8).

A respect and enthusiasm for the
individual language, dialect, bi-dia-
lectal competence, and other lan-
guage variations of each student
(3).

Growth in language is a develop-
mental process (1).

The English language is dynamic
rather than static (5).

There are many versions of English
(6).

Language and visual images influ-
ence thinking and actions (8).

Engage learners in discussion, in-
terpretation, and evaluation of
ideas, whether presented in oral,
written, or visual form (14).

Design instruction that reflects Ian-
guage as a human creation (15).

Enrich and expand the learner's Ian-
guage resources for different social
and cultural settings (13).

Literature Appreciation of literature both as
an art form and as a means of un-
derstanding the human experience
(Introduction).

A desire to use the English lan-
guage arts curriculum to help stu-
dents become familiar with diverse
peoples and cultures (2).

A commitment to encourage stu-
dents to read and write about the
special insights and feelings they
derive from literature (13).

Readers respond to and interpret
what they read in a constructive or
transactional process (10).

Proficient readers consciously cre-
ate and discover meaning and
monitor their own comprehension
( 1 I).

Literature is a source for exploring
and interpreting the experiences of
human beings-their achieve-
ments, frustrations, foibles, values,
and conflicts (13).

Build a reading, listening, and view-
ing community where students re-
spond, interpret, think critically, and
contrast ideas with others (16).

Engage learners in transactions with
literature (17).

"Connections' chart continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

PRINCIPLES ATTITUDES KNOWLEDGE PEDAGOGY

Composing Recognition of composing-writ-
ten, oral, and visual-as a means of
discovering self, learning about the
world, creating meaning, and shar-
ing with others (Introduction).

There are processes and elements in
the act of composing that are cm-
cial to oral, visual, and written dis-
course (7).

Writing is a form of inquiry, reflec-
tion, and expression (9).

Promote classroom discourse in
which student thinking is respected
and challenged by the teacher and
other students (9).

Enrich and expand the learner's Ian-
guage resources for different social
and cultural settings (13).

Engage learners in discussion, in-
terpretation, and evaluation of
ideas, whether presented in oral,
written, or visual form (14).

Design instruction that reflects lan-
guage as a human creation (15).

Media A willingness to encourage students
to respond critically to different
media and communications tech-
nology (6).

A sensitivity to the impact that
events and developments in the
world outside the school have on
teachers, their colleagues, their stu-
dents, and the English language arts
curriculum (9).

Knowledge of the power and the
potential of print and nonprint me-
dia is necessary to understanding
contemporary culture (14).

Instructional technology can aid, as
well as add to, the English language
arts curriculum (15).

Language and visual images influ-
ence thinking and actions (8).

Promote media literacy (18).

Incorporate technology (8).

Build a reading, listening, and
viewing community where students
respond, interpret, think critically,
and contrast ideas with others (16).

Pedagogical
Knowledge
and Skill

A commitment to continued profes-
sional growth in the teaching of the
English language arts (7).

An enthusiasm for developing life-
long habits of mind to facilitate
clear thinking and critical judgment
(10).

A recognition that all students can
learn and are worthy of a teacher's
attention in the English language
arts classroom ( I).

A conviction that teachers help stu-
dents grow by encouraging creative
and appropriate uses of language
(4).

A willingness to seek a match be-
tween students' needs and teachers'
objectives, methods, and materials
for instruction in English language
arts that places students' needs at
the center of the curriculum (5).

A sensitivity to the impact that
events and developments in the
world outside the school have on
teachers, their colleagues, their stu-
dents, and the English language arts
curriculum (9).

Speaking, listening, writing, read-
ing, observing, and thinking are in-
terrelated (3).

Student learning should be de-
scribed through the use of a variety
of assessments (16).

Standardized testing that alone at-
tempts to describe students accord-
ing to specific scores does not ad-
equately reflect or support students'
learning potential (17).

Knowledge of major research find-
ings and theory in the content of the
discipline and in issues and trends
that affect curriculum is essential for
creating a productive teaching and
learning environment (18).

There is an extensive body of litera-
ture and literary genres in English
and in translation-including the
well-known and the little-known,
the commonly used in the curricu-
lum and the rarely used, the tradi-
tional and the unusual-represent-
ing a worldview appropriate for the
classroom (12).

Structure English language arts
holistically (1).

Structure the classroom in a man-
ner that encourages students to
work independently and collabo-
ratively (2).

Plan interdisciplinary units (4).

Stimulate students in an active,
mind-engaging process (6).

Use student creations as a part of
the instructional program (7).

Use frequent and immediate feed-
back to help students construct new
understandings and acquire new
skills (10).

Develop ways to communicate as-
sessment methods and results to
different audiences (11).

Use assessment outcomes to im-
prove instruction (12).

Use a variety of materials and me-
dia (3).

"Connections' chart continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

PRINCIPLES ATTITUDES KNOWLEDGE PEDAGOGY

Opportunity A commitment to continued pro-
fessional growth in the teaching of
the English language arts (7).

A pride in teaching the English Ian-
guage arts and a willingness to take
informed stands on issues of pro-
fessional concern (8).

An enthusiasm for developing life-
long habits of mind to facilitate
clear thinking and critical judgment
(10).

A desire to promote the arts and
humanities in the daily lives of all
students (12).

A recognition of the value of di-
versity of opinion (11).

The English language is dynamic
rather than static (5).

There is an extensive body of lit-
erature and literary genres in En-
glish and in translationincluding
the well-known and the little-
known, the commonly used in the
curriculum and the rarely used, the
traditional and the unusualrep-
resenting a worldview appropriate
for the classroom (12).

Language and visual images infiu-
ence thinking and actions (8).

Knowledge of the power and the
potential of print and nonprint
media is necessary to understand-
ing contemporary culture (14).

Student learning should be de-
scribed through the use of a vari-
ety of assessments (16).

Knowledge of major research find-
ings and theory in the content of
the discipline and in issues and
trends that affect curriculum is es-
sential for creating a productive
teaching and learning environment
(18).

Create learning en vironments
which promote respect for and un-
derstanding of individual academic,
ethnic, racial, language, cultural,
and gender differences (5).

Structure English language arts
holistically ( I).

Structure the classroom in a man-
ner that encourages students to
work independently and collabo-
ratively (2).

Use a variety of materials and me-
dia (3).

Plan interdisciplinary units (4).

Dynamic
Literacy

A commitment to continued pro-
fessional growth in the teaching of
the English language arts (7).

A sensitivity to the impact that
events and developments in the
world outside the school have on
teachers, their colleagues, their stu-
dents, and the English language arts
curriculum (9).

A desire to promote the arts and
humanities in the daily lives of all
students (12).

A commitment to encourage stu-
dents to read and write about the
special insights and feelings they
derive from literature (13).

Social, cultural, and economic en-
vironments are intrinsic parts of
language learning (4).

There are processes and elements
in the act of composing that are
crucial to oral, visual, and written
discourse (7).

Writing is a form of inquiry, reflec-
tion, and expression (9).

Readers respond to and interpret
what they read in a constructive or
transactional process (10).

Plan interdisciplinary units (4).

Use student creations as a part of
the instructional program (7).

Enrich and expand the learner's Ian-
guage resources for different social
and cultural settings (13).

Engage learners in transactions
with literature (17).

Build a reading, listening, and
viewing community where students
respond, interpret, think critically,
and contrast ideas with others (16).
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Relation of the Guidelines
to Standards Projects

While these Guidelines were being written, numerous professional, public, and private
groups were working to formulate national, state, and local standards for English language
arts teaching. For example, the National Council of Teachers of English and the Interna-
tional Reading Association were conducting a joint project to identify content standards in
language, reading, and writing instruction. Other national standards projectsincluding
those of the Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium, the NationalBoard
for Professional Teaching Standards, the National Association of State Directors of Teacher
Education and Certification, the New Standards Project, the Educational Testing Service,
and the College Board Pacesetter Projectwere separately trying to identify, among other
things, the "informational skills students must know, the methods to help students learn
them, and ways to assess achievement," as ETS put it in one of its documents. In addition,
many states were simultaneously writing their own standards for English language arts
teaching.

As we worked on these Guidelines, we also examined various standards reports, some
in final form and some as drafts. While we found that the NCTE guidelines included all of
the areas and issues addressed in the emerging standards documents, some parts of our
Guidelinesparticularly where reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, and think-
ing are discussedhave benefitted from the language and ideas found in various standards
documents. For example, the range of skills we define as necessary for a new teacher to
have in order to teach content, to develop students' verbal abilities, to develop multiple
literacies, and to develop curricula is consistent with the NCTE/IRA standards. Similarly,
NCTE's Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts emphasize
cultural diversity, second language usage, and the reflective teacher's critical reasoning
skills, all of which are prominently featured in various other standards frameworks.
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NCTE's Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts defines
standards of teacher performance, as do many of the standards projects. For instance, the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and the Interstate New Teacher As-
sessment and Support Consortium both offer model standards for beginning teachers. The
National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification provides
outcome-based standards written for elementary, middle, and secondary schools; while the
"Assessment Criteria" from the Educational Testing Service outline domains and indicators
for teacher performance. On the other hand, the NCTE/IRA standards focus on the student,
implicitly challenging teachers to discover and to practice ways to help their students achieve
the goals defined in the twelve standards of English language arts.

The specific standards articulated in each of the various standards projects all are ad-
dressed in either the attitudes, knowledge base, or pedagogy sections of these NCTE Guide-
lines. Consequently, the guidelines constitute a clear framework within which the different
standard documents may be compared. What follows is a written summary of five standards
projects, and a table that correlates them with the four sets of principles (diversity, content
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and opportunity for growth) that undergird NCTE's
Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts.

NCTORA STANDARDS

The National Council of Teachers of English and the International Reading Association
offered student-centered standards in their Standards for the English Language Arts (pub-
lished in March 1996):

1. Students read a wide range of print and nonprint texts to build an understanding of
texts, of themselves, and of the cultures of the United States and the world; to
acquire new information; to respond to the needs and demands of society and the
workplace; and for personal fulfillment. Among these texts are fiction and nonfic-
tion, classic and contemporary works.

2. Students read a wide range of literature from many periods in many genres to build
an understanding of the many dimensions (e.g., philosophical, ethical, aesthetic) of
human experience.

3. Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and
appreciate texts. They draw on their prior experience, their interactions with other
readers and writers, their knowledge of word meaning and of other texts, their word
identification strategies, and their understanding of textual features (e.g., sound
letter correspondence, sentence structure, context, graphics).

4. Students adjust their use of spoken, written, and visual language (e.g., conventions,
style, vocabulary) to communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and for
different purposes.

5. Students employ a wide range of strategies as they write and use different writing
process elements appropriately to communicate with different audiences for a vari-
ety of purposes.
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6. Students apply knowledge of language structure, language conventions (e.g., spell-
ing and punctuation), media techniques, figurative language, and genre to create,
critique, and discuss print and nonprint texts.

7. Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating ideas and ques-
tions, and by posing problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize data from a
variety of sources (e.g., print and nonprint texts, artifacts, people) to communicate
their discoveries in ways that suit their purpose and audience.

8. Students use a variety of technological and informational resources (e.g., libraries,
databases, computer networks, video) to gather and synthesize information and to
create and communicate knowledge.

9. Students develop an understanding of and respect for diversity in language use,
patterns, and dialects across cultures, ethnic groups, geographic regions, and social
roles.

10. Students whose first language is not English make use of their first language to
develop competency in the English language arts and to develop understanding of
content across the curriculum.

11. Students participate as knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical members of
a variety of literacy communities.

12. Students use spoken, written, and visual language to accomplish their own pur-
poses (e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and the exchange of information).

INTASC STANDARDS

The standards from the Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
(quoted and paraphrased from Model Standards for Beginning Teacher Licensing and De-
velopment, 1992 draft, pp. 10-30) state that a beginning teacher:

1. understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the discipline.

2. understands how children learn and develop.

3. understands how students differ in their approaches to learning.

4. understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies.

5. uses an understanding of individual and group motivation and behavior to create a
positive learning environment.

6. uses knowledge of effective verbal, nonverbal, and media communication tech-
niques to foster learning.

7. plans instruction based upon solid knowledge of subject matter, students, the com-
munity, and curriculum goals.

8. understands and uses formal and informal assessment strategies.

9. is a reflexive practitioner who seeks opportunities to grow professionally.

10. fosters relationships with school colleagues, parents, and agencies in the larger com-
munity to support students' learning and well being.
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NASIDTEC STANDARDS

The standards from the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education
and Certification (paraphrased from the booklet Teacher Performance Assessments: A Com-
parative View, published by the Educational Testing Service in 1995) maintain that an ef-
fective teacher demonstrates:

1. knowledge of students' readiness for school.

2. knowledge of students' developmental characteristics.

3. knowledge of curriculum.

4. knowledge of instructional strategies.

5. knowledge of multiple assessment methods.

6. knowledge of how to nurture individual and school progress.

7. knowledge of school, home, and community interdependencies.

8. knowledge of ways to integrate technology with instruction.

9. knowledge of support services.

10. knowledge of how to manage educational resources.

NSPTS STANDARDS

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards developed the following frame-
work for the "Early Adolescence Generalist" (as reported in Teacher Performance Assess-
ments: A Comparative View, ETS, 1995):

1. knowledge of early adolescent development, knowledge, skills, values, and other
characteristics.

2. knowledge of subject matter.

3. knowledge of varied instructional resources.

4. capacity to engender a caring yet challenging learning environment.

5. willingness to encourage personal, meaningful learning.

6. capacity to help students build knowledge and strengthen understanding.

7. determination to foster social development.

8. capacity to employ a variety of assessment methods.

9. capacity to assess and to strengthen teaching effectiveness.

10. capacity to work in family partnerships.

11. capacity to improve schools, further knowledge, and advance current pedagogy in
collaboration with colleagues.
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ETS STANDARDS

Finally, the Educational Testing Service, in its "Teacher Performance Assessments,"
uses domains and indicators to describe the effective teacher as one with significant skills
in:

Domain A: Organizing Content Knowledge for Student Learning

1. Becomes familiar with students' background knowledge.

2. Articulates clear learning goals.

3. Demonstrates an understanding of connections between past, current, and possible
future content knowledge.

4. Creates and selects appropriate methods, activities, and materials for instruction.

5. Creates or selects appropriate evaluation strategies.

Domain B: Creating an Environment for Student Learning

1. Creates a climate that promotes fairness.

2. Establishes and maintains rapport with students.

3. Communicates challenging learning expectations for each student.

4. Establishes and maintains consistent standards of classroom behavior for students.

5. Makes the physical environment safe and conducive to learning.

Domain C: Teaching for Student Learning

1. Makes learning goals and instructional procedures clear to students.

2. Makes content comprehensible.

3. Encourages students to extend their thinking.

4. Monitors students' understanding of content.

5. Uses instructional time effectively.

Domain D: Teacher Professionalism

1. Reflects on the extent to which the learning goals were met.

2. Demonstrates a sense of efficacy.

3. Builds professional relationships with colleagues.

4. Communicates with parents and caregivers of students.

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE GUIDELINES
AND THE STANDARDS

The following table illustrates how the principles that underlie these Guidelines are
reflected in the diverse standards projects. As the development of standards for English
language arts teachers and students continues, those in the profession will need to stay
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abreast of the latest findings, contribute ideas whenever possible, and utilize the best sug-
gestions in order to enhance English language arts teaching.

lInterrellatilonships etween the Gu dines and Five Standards Projects
Guidelines NCTE/TIRA INTASC NASDTEC NIBPTS ETS

Principles of 1-4, 8-12 1-10 1-4, 6-10 1, 7, 10 A: 1, 2, 4
Diversity, B: 1, 2
1-5 C: 1, 2

D: 4

Principles of 1-9, 11 1-8 1-5, 8, 10 2, 7 A: 2, 3, 4
Content C: 1, 2, 4, 5
Knowledge,
1-7

Principles of 1-12 1-8, 10 1-10 3-10 A: 2-5
Pedagogical B: 1-5
Knowledge/ C: 1-5
Skills, 1-3

Principles of 1-12 1-10 1-7, 9, 10 7, 9, 11 B: 1, 2, 4, 5
Opportunity, C: 3
1-6 D: 3

Guidelines: NCTE's Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts
NCTE/IRA: National Council of Teachers of English / International Reading Association
INTASC: Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
NASDTEC: National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification
NBFTS: National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
ETS: Educational Testing Service's "Teacher Performance Assessments"
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Yearlong Field Experiences in a Major State University
Megastate University is its state's flagship institution. It graduates as many as

125 beginning English teachers each year, and it enjoys a national reputation for
doctoral programs in English education.

As a result of an agreement between Megastate and three school systems serving
small towns and the countryside, a group of thirty preservice English teachers spends
a full year of field-based studies culminating in fifteen weeks of student teaching. They
are taught by two full-time university faculty, one of whom is a gifted tenth-grade
English teacher with a three-year appointment to Megastate's College of Education
faculty.

A New Sequence of Methods Courses
Amos College, which graduates approximately fifty new English teachers each

year, is an "up and coming" institution in a major metropolitan area. It has used new
faculty to reconceive and revitalize its vision of how to prepare effective teachers of
adolescents.

Dissatisfaction with the prior English education program at Amos stimulated eigh-
teen months of collaborative planning between the faculty of the education and En-
glish departments. A new program has been in place for a year, in which English
faculty assume primary responsibility for teaching a sequence of methods courses in
language, literature, and composition. They participate extensively in evaluating stu-
dent teachers.
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Quantity, Quality, and Diversity off 1Pre-Student Teaching Field Experiences
Lindsay State, a commuter institution serving many first-generation college and

nontraditional students, graduates between twenty and thirty beginning English teach-
ers annually. As many as half of Lindsay State's English education majors, already
hold B.A. degrees in English or a related field and complete its English education
curriculum on a postbaccalaureate basis.

At Lindsay State,,a sequence of highly varied field experiences begins in the sopho-
more year Before student teaching, preservice English teachers observe or serve as
teaching assistants for no fewer than 125 hours in classrooms of English teachers,
most of whom have been recommended or selected by the program director.

Aligning Teacher Education Practice with State Reading and Writing Standards
Boswell University, founded as a normal school, evolved by the 1920s into its

state's' best-known teachers' college, and became a multipurpose regional university
thirty years ago. It graduates as many as 100 beginning English teachers annually.

As one dimension of overall educational restructuring, the state in which Boswell
is located adopted standards for grades 7-12 English classrooms, so Boswell faculty
determined that these standards should provide a rationale for restructuring methods
courses. Because all teachers in the state will soon be expected to "align curriculum,
instruction, and assessment" in light of new standards, Boswell students center their
studies on standards, on instruction which is standards based, and on assessment
practices designed to help students display what they know and can do.

Megastate University, Amos College, Lindsay State, and Boswell University are fic-
tional schools, but the vignettes are based on real teacher-preparation programs. We offer
these thumbnail sketches of promising or exemplary practices so that other institutions may
reflect on, study, or adapt these models for their own college or university. Through the
sketches, we want to make clear that many kinds of institutionsthose with national repu-
tations and those that are relatively unknown; those serving students who are eighteen to
twenty-three years old as well as those with a high proportion of older, nontraditional stu-
dents; private and public institutions; urban and rural; small private colleges as well as very
large universitiescan and should aspire to meet these Guidelines.

We address this chapter to our colleagues who wish to evaluate existing English teacher-
preparation programs, to those who seek ways to improve their programs, and to those
charged with designing new curricula for beginning English language arts teachers. This
section of the Guidelines will also be helpful to those seeking national accreditation of their
English language arts programs and to leaders charged with preparing curriculum folios for
review by NCTE and for accreditation by the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE).

We believe that a strong teacher-preparation program is the product of vision, energy,
and sound theory; its faculty includes thoughtful, well-informed educators who continually
seek to review and improve the program, finding ways to make it even better. We further
believe that these Guidelines will help inform the vision of what good English teacher
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education is all about, and will provide touchstones for department and colleges of educa-
tion leaders who must make decisions about teacher-preparation curricula.

DIMENSIONS OF EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS
FROM THE 1986 GUIDELINES

The 1986 Guidelines delineated three dimensions that characterized successful prepa-
ration programs for teachers of the English language arts: "[They must] provide prospec-
tive teachers with models of effective teaching, . . . encourage prospective teachers to ana-
lyze the nature of effective teaching, . . . and place prospective teachers in schools where
they can observe and practice various aspects of effective teaching" (p. 17). Though numer-
ous changes have shaped educational practice in the past ten years, the qualities of sound
preparation programs still include these dimensions. Therefore, we use them to explore the
vignettes that open this section. These sketches illustrate that there are many paths to follow
in developing preparation programs that meet the guidelines on a point-by-point basis, and
that work well in a larger, holistic sense.

Megastate University, through its yearlong professional studies/student-teaching pro-
gram, attends to each dimension called for in the 1986 Guidelines. It selects mentor (coop-
erating) teachers carefully, and, through a grant program, compensates them fairly for in-
depth summer training. The program builds in multiple opportunities for analysis of teach-
ing and it provides students with an enviable sequence of opportunities to both observe and
practice their craft.

A recent Megastate graduate observes, "I met my mentor teacher for the first time in
July. Through yearlong contact with my mentor, and beginning in September, with the jun-
iors my mentor and I taught last year, I feel ready nowtruly readyfor being the kind of
English teacher kids need and the kind of teacher I want to be."

Amos College, dissatisfied with the apparent gap between teacher educators and pro-
fessors of literature, language, and composition, decided to give its English faculty a high
level of ownership for teacher preparation. Through their school-based experiences and
interactions with faculty in the School of Education, English department faculty have re-
fined their own knowledge of skillful teaching of the English language arts. In turn, this
knowledge informs and shapes the content of methods courses in literature, language, and
composition. As a result, English professors at Amos are increasingly seen as models of
effective teaching.

A linguistics professor at Amos comments, "For a number of years, we felt cut off from
what the people in teacher education were doingor maybe 'oblivious' describes things
better. Their students took our classessome were great, some were marginalbut we
were unaware of what they, as prospective teachers of English, did beyond that or how they
did it. That's all changed now; two colleagues and I planned the new English Education
Pedagogy Core, and, along with a full-time field supervisor, we get to see how student
teachers put what they learned on campus to the test in the real world."

Lindsay State, a small, centrally located teacher education institution in a community
of close to 200,000, has taken advantage of its size to provide an array of superior pre-
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student teaching field experiences. Each Lindsay student works with two or more cooperat-
ing teachers (many of whom are Lindsay State graduates themselves) who provide strong
models of effective professional practice. Further, students are given diverse opportunities
to build their understanding of learners and learning; for example, they may work with
middle-class seventh or eighth graders in one field experience and urban, culturally diverse
adolescents during student teaching.

As Lindsay State's English education program director explains, "Our students need
the broader view, need to see that good English teaching may occur in any classroom, so we
make sure they have a chance to work with younger kids in a middle school, with nominally
at-risk kids in either a rural or inner-city school, with the 'brightest and the best'you
name it. They may be reluctant at first, but they return to campus with comments like, 'Hey,
this wasn't so bad! Maybe I could get interested in working with the junior high set after all.
They're so energetic!' "

Boswell University capitalized on its state's reform movement by participating in it. By
emphasizing standards-based teachingthat is, by teaching preservice teachers how to de-
velop lessons and instructional units that are aligned to curriculum standardsBoswell
makes sure that its graduates will be among those teachers in the state who accept as a
matter of course the alignment of goals, teaching practice, and assessment strategies. In this
fashion, Boswell students "analyze the nature of effective teaching" while participating in
the systemic reform of educational practice.

A Boswell methods professor observes, "This is dramatically different from the teach
testreteach by which many of [the students] learned." It is also dramatically different in
the sense that only rarely are state departments of education, local systems, and teacher-pre-
paration colleges in step with one another. This professor points out that cooperating teach-
ers are, in general, unfamiliar with standards-based teaching; but through Boswell's pro-
gram, teacher educators, practicing teachers, and preservice teachers collaborate in devel-
oping a realistic understanding of how restructured English language arts teaching can work.

TWO MEW IMMEMSDOMS OF EFFECTDVE PREPARATOOM
PROGRAMS: MMHG TEACHER IEDUCATUM, EVOGLBSII,

PRACTMOMERS

Successful English language arts preparation programs are frequently linked closely to
one or more larger entities in English or education departments. Recognizing the increasing
complexity of teacher preparation today, English teacher educators rely less often than in
the past on a sequence of English classes, a catch-all methods course, and student teaching
to produce well-prepared beginning English teachers. Rather, they form productive partner-
ships with language and literature faculty, with secondary curriculum specialists, and with
professors of learning and human development to enhance programs that otherwise would
be strong as much by happenstance as by design.

Amos College, for example, recognized that English faculty had to play a central role in
teacher education, and Lindsay State's field-based secondary block program is a fusion of
general secondary curriculum studies and English methods. Its secondary curriculum course
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reinforces developing knowledge of such areas as curriculum restructuring, untracking,
technology, and multicultural education.

The second new dimension that the 1996 Guidelines identify for effective teacher-prepa-
ration programs is providing opportunities for prospective teachers of English to construct
their own unique versions of the beginning "English language arts teacher." Increasingly,
well-informed teacher educators recognize that when we do our jobs well, students who
complete our programs are makers of their own teacher selves, not merely the human prod-
ucts of our lectures or unit requirements or portfolios. Programs that recognizewe might
even say salutethis principle are characterized by humility on the one hand, and, on the
other, by pride and respect for each student's authority over his or her own learning. These
programs also do not attempt too much all at once, and they recognize that beginning teach-
ers continue to develop their abilities and insights regarding effective professional practice.

Megastate University's program of extensive field-based studies illustrates this point.
Through these experiences, preservice English teachers may test, reconsider, and refine
what they "know" of skillful teaching in an environment of real teachers, real students, and
real schools. And Lindsay State students, through courses rich in collaboration and well-
conceived projects later used in student teaching, are, in the words of its English Education
Student Handbook, encouraged to "make their own teacher."

REVIEWING TEACHER-PREPARATION PROGRAMS:
THE NCTE-NCATE CONNECTION

In How English Teachers Get Taught (published by NCTE in 1995), Peter Smagorinsky
and Melissa Whiting analyzed eighty-one syllabi for undergraduate English methodscourses
and found that the 1986 Guidelines "permeated, in one way or another, most of the syllabi"
(p. 101). Institutions seeking accreditation from NCATE (National Council for the Accredi-
tation of Teacher Education) are given the opportunity to have their English teacher-prepa-
ration programs reviewed by NCTE. (For a complete description of the connection between
NCTE and NCATE, see the Handbook for Preparing the NCTE/NCATE Folio in English
Language Arts, published by NCTE.)

Since 1988, teams of NCTE members have evaluated many English education curricu-
lum folios prepared by American colleges and universities. Folio reviewers have found
many programs in compliance with the NCTE Guidelines on their first submission; many
others have, on a second or third submission, been found in compliance with those guide-
lines. Through the folio review process, some major universities have discovered that in
order to meet the profession's current expectations for teachers of English language arts,
changes must be made, new courses designed, and ways found to offer substantive labora-
tory and clinical experiences at the pre-student teaching level. Already folio reviewers re-
port that courses addressing adolescent literature, multicultural literature, literature by women,
nonprint media study, and composition methodsall areas emphasized both in the 1986
and now in the 1996 Guidelinesare far more likely to be required of prospective teachers
of the English language arts than they were in the mid-1980s. Folio reviewers have also
found numerous small institutions (those serving as few as a thousand students and with as
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few as three or four English education graduates annually) that have been remarkably re-
sourceful in finding ways to implement program components which meet the criteria set
forth in the Guidelines.

We believe that structuring teacher-preparation programs in accordance with the prin-
ciples and objectives contained in these Guidelines will improve instruction for English
education majors, and ultimately, for the students those preservice instructors will teach.
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Effective Transition to Teaching

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Commission on Transition to Teaching was formed by the
Conference on English Education in 1988 to explore the areas of student teaching and
induction as they applied to the English language arts. The commission sponsored a
number of open meetings and sessions to invite comment and assistance from the
membership of CEE and of the National Council of Teachers of English in general.

This chapterwhich originally appeared as an article in the October 1992 issue of
English Education, published by NCTErepresents the commission's recommended
guidelines. It is divided into two major sections: student teaching and induction of
beginning English language arts teachers. (The original article in English Education
also included a bibliography of resources beginning teachers might find helpful; that
listing has been omitted here.)

The original article was developed by an editorial subcommittee of the CEE
commission, consisting of Charles R. Duke, chair; Daniel J. Cox, Lela M. Detoye,
Bonnie Ericson, Rebecca Farris, Joan E Kaywell, Sharon Kingen, Michael T Moore,
Elizabeth Poe, Sam Robinson, and Alan B. Teasley. The editorial subcommittee was
helped by these consultant readers: Rita Brause, Nancy Lester, Carol Luckenbach,
John Mayher, Diana Mitchell, Ann Renninger, Mary Ann Rudy, and Ken Spurlock.

INTRODUCTION

The first section addresses the student teaching experience. These recommendations
are based on the assumption that the preservice teacher has had a solid foundation of prepa-
ration as outlined in NCTE's 1986 Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English
Language Arts. As the Guidelines recommend, preservice teacher education programs for
English language arts should provide a full range of field experiences. These experiences,
which should occur throughout the preparation program, ought to be developmental in
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nature, provide instructional and psychological support, and offer realistic, practical class-
room experiences leading naturally into the student teaching experience.

Student teaching programs in English language artswhether elementary or second-
ary, whether large or small, whether traditional or experimentalmust meet three basic
goals: (1) provide realistic teaching experiences which call for the student teacher to dem-
onstrate both the breadth and depth of his or her knowledge of English language arts and
effective pedagogical skills; (2) encourage the student teacher's continuing professional
development; and (3) foster a sense of professionalism and collegiality and nurture teacher
student relations.

To accomplish these goals, teacher education units and cooperating school districts
must work together to assess student abilities in such areas as knowledge of content, knowl-
edge of learners, knowledge of pedagogy, implementation of integrated English language
arts curricula, understanding of the school milieu, knowledge about and skill with class-
room management techniques, implementation of a variety of teaching strategies, and knowl-
edge about the teaching profession. Ideally, the teacher education faculty and district per-
sonnelespecially the field supervisor and cooperating teacherestablish meaningful re-
lationships of trust with student teachers, forming a network of support and collegiality
through which the student teacher is ensured opportunities for professional growth and
continuing professional development.

The second section of this document focuses upon induction, the transition from stu-
dent teaching to the first years of full-time teaching. This period of induction has become
increasingly important because of the high rate of attrition among teachers in their first
years of experience. Over 50 percent of the teaching profession leaves the classroom within
the first seven years. Many of the reasons for this high departure rate can be traced to the
initial years of teaching during which the novice teacher often experienced problems and
had little or no support for addressing them and finding appropriate solutions. Even with
strong student teaching experiences, beginning English language arts teachers face difficult
challenges: integrating the teaching of a variety of literary works; overseeing students'
varied composing processes; promoting language and thinking skills; coping with the paper
load; and, of course, handling the inevitable classroom management and discipline issues
which arise.

Unlike many professions in which the expectations are that the individual will move
through a transition period of continued support and education, most English language arts
teachers work in isolation throughout the beginning of their careers. In fact, teaching is one
of the few professions where the beginning teacher is expected to have the same level of
skill and knowledge as that of the experienced and successful one. Not having the advan-
tage of an apprentice system or even regular collaboration with colleagues, beginning teachers
often must fend for themselves and frequently in such cases never realize their full poten-
tial; instead, they may develop survival skills which may enable them to continue but not
necessarily grow as professionals.

School districts, teacher education units, and professional organizations such as NCTE
and its affiliates share the responsibility for making certain that beginning English language
arts teachers receive the support they need to accomplish a successful transition to indepen-
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dent full-time teaching. The major responsibility in an induction support system must be
assumed by the district or school; it is, after all, the district which does the hiring and
controls the amount and type of information given to new teachers, the teaching assign-
ment, the curriculum, and the evaluation procedures.

But districts and schools are not solely responsible. The majority of teacher education
programs operate on the assumption that once the student graduates, the program's respon-
sibility ends. However, the program does have a continuing responsibility to its graduates,
whether it be follow-up support in the field or continued revision and refinement of its
program to ensure better-prepared English language arts teachers once they are practicing
in the field. And although professional organizations such as NCTE and its affiliates may
not be directly involved in the support of beginning English language arts teachers, partici-
pation in such organizations has proven helpful to new teachers who find there additional
support networks and a sense of collegiality. As a result, professional organizations need to
find ways to encourage this participation.

Carefully designed student teaching and induction programs, when viewed as integral
parts of an extended, professional development process, and when supported by teacher
education programs, school districts, and professional organizations, should lead to increased
retention, improved attitudes toward English language arts teaching, and a new generation
of capable and inspiring English language arts teachers.

The CEE Commission on Transition to Teaching intends that these suggested guide-
lines will be discussed by teacher educators, cooperating teachers, department chairs, prin-
cipals, and others in the schools whose responsibilities may relate to student teachers and
beginning teachers. The Commission also hopes that these guidelines stimulate professional
organizations dedicated to serving English language arts teachers into becoming more di-
rectly involved in the experiences of both student teachers and the new teacher. In particu-
lar, the Commission hopes that all these individuals and groups will work collaboratively to
ensure a continuum of early field, student teaching, and beginning teacher experiences which
offers strong collegial support for the ongoing professional growth and development of the
English language arts teacher.

PART I: GUIDELINES FOR THE STUDENT TEACHING
EXPERIENCE IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

Beginning teachers repeatedly have cited their student teaching experiences as the most
helpful part of their teacher-preparation programs. For most, student teaching represents
the culmination of all coursework and other requirements and comes closest to representing
in their minds what "real" teachers do. The hands-on nature of the student-teaching experi-
ence, the interaction with students for an extended period of time, the relationships with
cooperating teachers and teacher education supervisors in the field, all remain vividly im-
printed in the memories of most teachers.
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Programmatic Characteristics

Effective student teaching programs in English language arts are based upon well-es-
tablished guidelines and relationships between teacher education programs and schools.
These guidelines and relationships have been mutually agreed upon by the schools and
teacher education units who continually monitor them for effectiveness. A process exists
whereby changes can be made after appropriate consultation. Guidelines address issues
such as placement procedures, cooperating teacher qualifications, rights and responsibili-
ties of all parties, and the nature of evaluation. Ideally, an advisory council or committee
comprised of representatives from the teacher education unit and the schools work
collaboratively to develop such guidelines and procedures and meet on a regular basis to
ensure continued articulation. The NCTE Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of
English Language Arts (1986) should be a helpful resource for this process.

The English Language Arts Student Teaching Experience

1. The English language arts student teaching experience, regardless of format, should be
an extensive, intensive experience which provides student teachers with authentic opportu-
nities to:

A. Apply their knowledge of content, learners, and pedagogy.
B. Experience an integrated English language arts curriculum.
C. Write and implement their own teaching plans and units and evaluate their effective-

ness.
D. Experiment with a variety of teaching strategies and reflect on their outcome, par-

ticularly as they relate to the development of a student-centered curriculum in English lan-
guage arts.

E. Work with and appreciate the needs and contributions of students of differing abili-
ties, socioeconomic levels, and cultural and ethnic backgrounds, while also understanding
how these factors affect students' development of literacy.

F. Consider how to determine students' learning and to identify crucial learning goals.
G. Meet regularly for focused, intensive sessions with cooperating teachers to review

performance and discuss plans.
H. Examine materials and resources available in the school and community which sup-

port the effective teaching of English language arts.
I. Observe cooperating teachers and other classroom teachers as they are teaching and

have ample opportunity to discuss the observations with the individuals involved.
J. Learn about the work of other teachers and personnel and participate in meetings,

conferences, and inservice with other teachers.
K. Participate in co-curricular activities and other school functions to gain an under-

standing of the full scope of a school's operation and mission.
L. Meet formally and informally with other student teachers to foster collegiality and a

support network.
M. Reflect on their own increased proficiency as teachers.
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2. Evaluation and assessment of student teachers should reflect the philosophy that the
student teaching experience provides students with basic education and preparation as teach-
ers. They are beginning teachers who will continue to develop their professional compe-
tence throughout their careers. Evaluation and assessment of the student teaching experi-
ence should be based on students having exhibited specific teaching behaviors as well as
having exhibited certain professional characteristics during the experience. An effective
evaluation and assessment system for English language arts student teachers, therefore, will
do the following:

A. Provide clear expectations for the roles and performance by student teachers, coop-
erating teachers, and teacher education supervisors.

B. Provide for student teacher, cooperating teacher, and teacher education supervisor to
set goals collaboratively which fit within the overall expectations for the student teaching
experience.

C. Provide for frequent observation and feedback by cooperating teachers and teacher
education supervisors.

D. Familiarize student teachers with appropriate district and/or state mandated evalua-
tion expectations and procedures.

E. Examine student teaching portfolios which include samples of tests, assignments,
project instructions, etc., constructed by student teachers, as well as samples of their stu-
dents' work.

F. Document student growth and development.

Professional Relationships

An effective model for a student teaching program will have clearly defined roles for
all participants in the program and will encourage the establishment of productive relation-
ships among these participants. The most crucial relationships are those among the cooper-
ating teacher, the teacher education supervisor, and the student teacher. Student teachers
usually understand the importance of effective relationships, but they must balance several
of these at one time: those with their students (who may or may not consider them a "real"
teacher); those with their cooperating teachers (who may or may not consider them col-
leagues); and those with their teacher education supervisors (who may or may not empha-
size the role of advocate more than evaluator).

Effective teachers are those who are able to establish meaningful relationships ofmu-
tual respect with students and colleagues. Student teachers need to be encouraged to pursue
the development of such relationships. Some student teachers may need more assistance
than others in developing the interpersonal skills necessary to ensure that collegial relation-
ships evolve smoothly. A clear definition of roles and expectations in these relationships
helps facilitate their development.

The English Language Arts Cooperating Teacher

1. Cooperating teachers should be master teachers who are able to foster with student teach-
ers collegial, collaborative relationships that promote continued personal and professional
growth. Effective cooperating teachers for student teachers of English language arts will:
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A. Indicate a willingness to serve as a cooperating teacher and to accept the correspond-
ing responsibilities.

B. Hold a valid state certificate in the area for which they supervise.
C. Have a minimum of three years successful teaching experience in the area(s) and/or

level for which student teachers are assigned.
D. Show evidence of continued professional development through participation in such

opportunities as district inservice, professional meetings, master's programs, and member-
ship in appropriate organizations, etc.

E. Exhibit exemplary teaching skills which serve as a model for student teachers.
F. Express a willingness to participate in training for student teacher supervision.
G. Exhibit a willingness to work cooperatively with teacher education personnel.
H. Be familiar with the content of the student teacher's preparation program.
I. Possess a working knowledge of any state or district mandated evaluation instrument

and be trained in its use.
J. Be an active member of NCTE and an appropriate affiliate.

2. Effective cooperating teachers will understand appropriate supervision and evaluation
techniques approved by the district and teacher education program. Understanding the pur-
poses of supervision and evaluation, effective cooperating teachers will accept and carry
out the following tasks:

A. Define the cooperating teacher's expectations for English language arts student teach-
ers.

B. Familiarize student teachers with the community, district, school, and classroom
milieu and protocols.

C. Assist in the transition from student to classroom teacher of English language arts.
D. Introduce student teachers as professionals to colleagues and to classroom students.
E. Be certain student teachers have a work area and necessary materials, as well as a

preparation period for studying, planning, and evaluation.
F. Establish collaboratively with student teachers an overall plan for the teaching expe-

rience.
G. Facilitate gradual induction of student teachers into teaching and related responsi-

bilities.
H. Provide modeling of successful instructional and management techniques with ample

time for follow-up discussion and reflection.
I. Help student teachers develop competencies related to successful teaching of English

language arts.
J. Provide regular formative feedback focusing on the performance of student teachers.
K. Confer regularly with student teachers to provide ideas, answer questions, and en-

courage experimentation and creativity.
L. Confer regularly with teacher education supervisors about student teachers' perfor-

mance and participate in joint conferences with student teachers and supervisors.
M. Provide both oral and written evaluative feedback as requested by the teacher edu-

cation program.
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The English Language Arts Teacher Education Supervisor

1. Teacher education supervisors of student teachers in English language arts serve as both
advocate and evaluator and provide the bridge between school district and the teacher edu-
cation program. To function effectively in this role, supervisors will:

A. Have recent comparable and successful school-based teaching experience in the
area(s) and/or levels for which student teachers are assigned.

B. Have specific preparation in supervising student teachers.
C. Possess genuine interest in elementary, middle, and/or secondary education.
D. Be mentor-teachers with a desire to continue their own learning as they work with

student teachers.
E. Participate in the design and implementation of the preparation program in English

language arts and its continued evaluation and redesign.
F. Be knowledgeable about resources available to support the teaching of English lan-

guage arts.
G. Possess personal warmth balanced with an insistence on quality.
H. Be an active member of NCTE and an appropriate affiliate.
I. Be familiar with area schools, programs, and personnel and show respect for their

efforts.
J. Possess ability to maintain poise and professionalism in conflict situations.
K. Possess effective listening skills and ability to respond.
L. Be acquainted with student teacher(s) and their backgrounds prior to supervision.

2. Effective teacher education supervisors need to be acutely aware of relationships as they
exist and be capable of influencing the development of relationships between student teach-
ers and cooperating teachers and between student teachers and students. To foster such
relationships, teacher education supervisors will accept and carry out the following respon-
sibilities:

A. Foster an awareness among student teachers of the importance of interpersonal rela-
tionships in building trust and respect between teacher and students and how such relation-
ships contribute to learning.

B. Establish a relationship which encourages ongoing open communication among stu-
dent teachers, cooperating teachers, and the teacher education supervisor.

C. Clarify the expectations of the teacher education program for student teachers and
cooperating teachers.

D. Work collaboratively with cooperating teachers and school and district personnel to
provide realistic, relevant experiences for English language arts student teachers.

E. Serve as a resource for both student teachers and cooperating teachers.
F. Ensure adherence to program requirements.
G. Maintain a flexible schedule which permits frequent and varied visitat1ons/observa-

dons.
H. Schedule and use conference time appropriately with both student teachers and co-

operating teachers for intensive, extended discussion.
I. Provide frequent and effective written and oral feedback to student teachers.
J. Provide ample opportunities for feedback from cooperating teachers.
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K. Complete conscientious, insightful, thorough, and well-documented evaluations af-

ter appropriate collaborative consultation with cooperating teachers and student teachers.

The English Language Arts Student Teacher

1. Prior to entering the student teaching experience, student teachers in English language
arts should have demonstrated a basic competency level of skill and knowledge in the fol-
lowing areas (consult Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts

for a fuller discussion):
A. Language development, writing, reading, listening, speaking, viewing, literature,

and media.
B. Communication, both oral and written.
C. Instructional planning, classroom management, discipline, and student assessment.
D. Knowledge about learning styles and students' special needs and which affect lit-

eracy development.
E. Knowledge of the content and processes involved in the teaching of English lan-

guage arts.
F. Knowledge of current trends in the teaching of English language arts.
G. Knowledge of the expectations related to improving students' skills in speaking,

listening, reading, writing, viewing, and critical thinking.
H. Knowledge of the role of the integrated language arts curriculum in fostering student

learning.
I. Participation in early field and clinical work which focuses on understanding: the

school environment; the relationship of English language arts to other content areas; the

effects of classroom climate, management, and teaching styles and strategies on fostering
learning; the administrative arrangement and operation within a school anddistrict; and the

procedures and availability of services and resources.

2. English language arts student teachers must expect to accept a dual role during the stu-
dent teaching experience. On the one hand, they are still part of the teacher education pro-
gram and therefore must continue, to some extent, in a student role; on the other hand, they
must function effectively within the school district and school as an emerging professional
with corresponding duties and responsibilities. The expectations within this latter role in-

clude the following:
A. Become familiar with the community, school, and individual learners.
B. Become familiar with school schedules, curriculum facilities, and personnel.
C. Become familiar with and carry out district policies.
D. Report promptly and regularly to teaching and related duties.
E. Complete all assignments in a timely and thorough manner.
F. Display a comprehensive knowledge of English language arts.
G. Prepare and teach daily lesson plans as well as appropriate unit and long-term plans

and evaluate their effectiveness during the term of student teaching.
H. Develop and use instructional materials effectively.
I. Model effective oral and written communication.
J. Share responsibility with cooperating teachers for providing meaningful learning

experiences for students.
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K. Create a classroom atmosphere which encourages learning and student involvement.
L. Be an appropriate role model for students.
M. Pursue suggestions from all support personnel to ensure professional growth.
N. Observe cooperating teachers and others in the assigned school.
0. Confer regularly with cooperating teachers and teacher education supervisors.
P. Meet regularly with other student teachers to foster a collaborative learning and sup-

port network.
Q. Assist teachers with co-curricular activities.
R. Attend professional meetings, parent conferences, and school functions.
S. Display and practice initiative, fairness, and professional behavior.
T. Maintain confidentiality when expected.
U. Become increasingly responsible for each student's learning.
V. Exemplify the teaching profession's highest standards of ethical conduct.

PART II: GUIDELINES FOR THE INDUCTION
OF BEGINNING ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS TEACHERS

Most teachers, reflecting on their beginning year or two of teaching, will indicate that
the transition from teacher-preparation student to full-time professional was not easy. Al-
though students may have gone through outstanding English language arts teacher-prepara-
tion programs, including highly successful student teaching experiences, entering the full-
time world of teaching and finding the challenges which lie therein can still be a shock. In
the past, new teachers were given a teaching assignment and left to find the most effective,
or expedient, means for survivinga simple case of sink-or-swim.

Fortunately, increasing numbers of teacher-preparation programs, school districts, and
professional organizations have recognized the problems of beginning teachers and have
moved to provide a smoother and more professional transition. Many states now mandate
induction programs or beginning teacher assistance programs to provide a framework within
which the novice can find answers for many questions as well as collegiality and support.

Beginning English language arts teachers have a number of needs which must be met if
the transition into full-time teaching is to be successful. School districts, teacher education
preparation programs, and professional organizations share the responsibility for meeting
these needs. Efforts should start even before beginning teachers step into classrooms on the
first day and should continue through the initial years of teaching until the new teachers feel
comfortable in their new role and understand how the induction support network operates.
This can best be accomplished by the establishment of common goals among the three
groups.

The Teacher-Preparation Program

The preparation for this transition into teaching begins with the teacher education pro-
gram responsible for training new English language arts teachers. If the program reflects
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the characteristics outlined in Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Lan-
guage Arts, the transition should be smooth. The English language arts teacher-preparation
program, however, should be organized to provide assistance before an individual teacher
receives his or her first teaching position and then to provide continuing assistance and
support throughout the first, and perhaps subsequent years, of teaching.

1. Prior to any of its graduates being hired, the English language arts teacher-preparation
program should:

A. Know it reflects the most current research and practice and meets NCTE guidelines.
B. Guarantee it has strong linkages with schools by developing school-based develop-

ment programs.
C. Have faculty who are regularly involved with public schools and who understand the

demands placed on beginning teachers.
D. Bring former "new" English language arts teachers on campus regularly to discuss

with students expectations about their first teaching position.
E. Provide prospective English language arts teachers with practice in interviewing,

advice on developing placement files, and assistance in obtaining information about certifi-
cation policies in states where graduates might teach.

F. Publicize current listings of available English language arts teaching positions.
G. Provide information about NCTE and other professional organizations.

2. The English language arts teacher-preparation program as a regular practice should:
A. Assist school districts with the education of English language arts mentors and with

the development of appropriate supervisory approaches for all personnel directly involved
with beginning English language arts teachers.

B. Make initial contact with its graduates to determine such information as their teach-
ing assignments and location, and communicate that information to appropriate teacher
education faculty.

C. Establish a visitation schedule for teacher education faculty whenever possible; such
visitations should be for formative purposes only and not linked to any ongoing district
evaluation program. Visits should be approved by the school district and the beginning
teacher as a regular procedure.

D. Hold a series of informal meetings on and/or off campus in which new English
language arts teachers, mentors, and teacher education faculty can discuss English lan-
guage arts issues and concerns.

E. Foster the development of novice support groups among new English language arts
teachers.

F. Be available for on-site consultation with school district personnel and the new teacher
if difficulties arise.

G. Sponsor inservice seminars that encourage discussion and reflection about new ap-
proaches and trends in English language arts.

H. Encourage districts to adopt a gradual immersion policy for new teachers, providing
limited teaching assignments and class size until the new teacher becomes successfully
established.
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I. Conduct follow-up surveys and visits to determine from both new English language
arts teachers and their administrators how program graduates are doing; relate findings
back to the preparation program and make appropriate adjustments.

J. Encourage new English language arts teachers as well as their mentors to participate
in further professional development through such opportunities as master's degree pro-
grams and National Writing Project institutes.

K. Recognize and reward appropriately the involvement of program faculty in teach-
ing, supervision, and inservice activity.

The School District

The principal responsibility for insuring that beginning English language arts teachers
are successful lies with the districts who hire them. If districts have looked carefully at the
needs of new teachers and developed coherent yet flexible plans for dealing with these
needs, most beginning teachers will have a productive experience and become a valuable
addition to the teaching profession. To guarantee that the transition is as smooth as possible
and that the needs of the beginning teacher are addressed, considerable preparation by the
district is necessary. Assistance programs need not only to mesh with what new teachers
bring with them as a result of their training but also need to prepare these same teachers for
continued professional growth, even once they have moved beyond any formal assistance
program. Although most assistance programs focus on the first year of teaching, no time
limit should exist for offering assistance. Different teachers take different periods of time to
reach professional maturity and the necessary independence before they can accept and
carry out their professional responsibilities. Even the most proficient teachers need to col-
laborate with professional colleagues to sustain growth and development during their pro-
fessional careers.

Meeting the Need for Support

Beginning English language arts teachers need both informational and emotional sup-
port as they face the unique challenges of teaching. This support can take a number of
forms, but the most significant element is undoubtedly the matching of the new teacher
with an appropriate mentor or support teacher in the district. The existence of an effective
mentoring program is essential to retaining promising new teachers in English language
arts, and the selection of experienced teachers who might serve as mentors is central to the
success of any district's assistance program. A mentor selection committee, comprised of
teachers and administrators who also monitor the effectiveness of the matches between
mentors and beginning teachers, is an ideal method for addressing this need.

1. English language arts mentors should be teachers who have:
A. Considerable teaching experience in English language arts and at the grade levels

appropriate for the assignment.
B. Documented evidence of outstanding teaching ability and performance.
C. Evidence of respect from peers for their professionalism.
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D. Evidence of continuing professional development and growth (i.e., advanced study,
activity in professional organizations).

E. Interest in working with beginning teachers and a willingness to accept the responsi-
bility of mentoring.

2. English language arts mentors should receive periodic education and updates that reflect:
A. Understanding of adult learning styles.
B. Effective communication skills.
C. Current knowledge and practice for teaching English language arts.
D. Current knowledge and practice in effective supervision.

3. The "match" between beginning teachers and mentors should be based upon:
A. Similar teaching assignments (i.e., grade level, subject area).
B. Proximity to each other in terms of classrooms and teaching schedules.
C. Similarity in teaching styles, personalities, and educational philosophy.
D. Joint agreement between new teacher and mentor about the appropriateness of the

match.

4. In providing assistance to new English language arts teachers, mentors should:
A. Assist new teachers in addressing their professional needs in a systematic fashion

(i.e., long-term goal setting for individual students and their specific short-term projects to
reach these goals; classroom management; handling the paper load; evaluating student work;
locating resources).

B. Serve as role models and support people.
C. Interpret the school culture.
D. Serve as liaison to other faculty who may have expertise to assist the beginning

teacher.
E. Meet regularly with new teachers to discuss progress, identify strengths and weak-

nesses, and provide resources.

Meeting the Need for Time

One of the greatest needs of beginning English language arts teachers is time. The
change of pace that the new teacher experiences is one which usually calls for a period of
adjustment. Most new teachers report that they never seem to catch up with the work; they
rarely have time enough to plan adequately, to respond to student papers, to engage in
meaningful dialogue with colleagues or pursue professional development.

1. To ensure that new English language arts teachers have sufficient time to address their
needs, a district should:

A. Provide a teaching assignment which initially has a reduced number of different
preparations or classes.

B. Assign a balanced mixture of students, having neither all of the advanced nor all of
the more troublesome.

C. Ensure a teaching schedule which permits time for consultation with a mentor, in-
cluding common planning periods.

D. Assign new teachers to their own classrooms.
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E. Provide opportunities to attend professional seminars, visit other classrooms, and
secure additional perspectives on the teaching of English language arts.

F. Provide an effective match that is agreed upon cooperatively between new teacher
and mentor.

G. Limit amounts of extracurricular work.

Meeting the Need for Information

Beginning English language arts teachers need large amounts of information, but this
information cannot be presented or absorbed all at the same time. Information about school
policies, the community, the English language arts curriculum and instructional practices,
evaluation, and other topics have to be provided from many sources within the district or
school and this information will be needed at different times during the school year. Provid-
ing the right information in the right amount of detail at the right time becomes an important
district contribution to assist the first-year teacher.

1. When interviewing prospective new English language arts teachers, the district should
provide:

A. An accurate summary of the school and district's demographics, including an unbi-
ased perspective on the community's social, political, and cultural contexts.

B. An overview of the district's English language arts curriculum and policies.
C. An interview with the head teacher, department chair, or other individual charged

with responsibility for English language arts.
D. A tour of school facilities.
E. Opportunities to talk with experienced English language arts teachers employed in

the district.
F. An explanation of the district's beginning teacher assistance program.
G. An indication of anticipated teaching responsibilities, including a tentative teaching

schedule.

2. Prior to the beginning of school, new English language arts teachers should receive:
A. Accurate teaching schedules.
B. Copies of pertinent district curricula and textbooks.
C. Identification of mentors and opportunities to meet with them before school starts.
D. An orientation to the school and its policies and procedures.
E. An orientation to the beginning teacher assistance or induction program.
F. Clear explanation of professional responsibilities, including evaluation procedures

and contractual obligations.
G. Identification of and access to professional resources within the district.
H. Access to assigned classroom(s).

3. Once school begins, the district should be certain that the new English language arts
teacher has:

A. Regular meetings with mentors who have released time for this purpose.
B. Opportunities for interaction with other teachers in English language arts and in

other subject areas.
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C. An understanding of formative and summative evaluation for students and teachers
as used by the district.

D. Opportunities to become involved with curriculum review, textbook adoption, and
other activities related to English language arts.

E. Encouragement to attend professional meetings and inservice.
F. Opportunities to provide feedback about the district's assistance program.
G. Recognition for innovative and/or outstanding work and assistance in launching

new ideas.

4. At the end of the school year, the district should arrange to provide beginning English
language arts teachers with:

A. An assessment of their performance.
B. An opportunity to discuss the effectiveness of the district's assistance or induction

program.
C. An assurance of continued support if the teachers are to remain employed for a

second year.
D. An opportunity to reflect on practice and to set goals for improvement in subsequent

years.

The IProfessionall Organization

Beginning English language arts teachers may not always realize that professional or-
ganizations such as NCTE and its affiliates are another means of support for making the
transition from student to full-time professional. To assist the beginning teacher in discov-
ering how important involvement in such organizations can be, the organizations them-
selves must reach out to new teachers and make a special effort to acquaint them with what
the organizations can provide.

1. Professional organizations should take an active role in becoming part of the professional
preparation experience for English language arts teachers; this can be accomplished if the
organization will:

A. Make certain that English language arts teacher-preparation programs have current
materials which accurately describe the purposes and services of the organization.

B. Encourage members to speak in teacher education classes about current issues and
practices in the teaching of English language arts.

C. Sponsor on campus, in cooperation with the teacher education program, a group
which provides formal recognition for students preparing to teach English language arts.

D. Encourage English language arts teacher-preparation programs to bring groups of
prospective teachers to professional meetings and inservice presentations.

E. Provide sessions/workshops at conferences designed solely for the beginning En-
glish language arts teacher.

E Offer student discounts for membership in the organization and purchase of organi-
zation materials.

2. Professional organizations need to become a part of the support network for beginning
teachers; this can be accomplished if the organizations will:
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A. Identify new English language arts teachers in each school and provide a list of these
to local organization members in the same district who can then establish personal commu-
nication and a local network.

B. Send free samples of its publications and provide introductory "first-year" member-
ships at reduced prices.

C. Encourage new English language arts teachers to submit proposals for conference
sessions; collaboration with a mentor on such a proposal is a good way to begin.

D. Invite new English language arts teachers to become active on local affiliate com-
mittees.

E. Establish scholarships/awards for new English language arts teachers to defray the
cost of attending conferences.

F. Offer special sessions/workshops designed to meet the needs and interests of begin-
ning teachers.

SUMMARY

No one group or institution can provide all the support that new and experienced En-
glish language arts teachers need. Instead, a coalition of the school district, the teacher-
preparation program, and the professional organizations dedicated to identifying and re-
taining quality individuals in the English language arts teaching profession is necessary.
The creation of a professional and supportive environment in which English language arts
teachers can do what they do best, teach young people about the power and richness which
language and literature bring to each person's life, is an investment that cannot be ignored.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: These principles were originally developed by the 1989-1991 CEE
Commission on Inservice Education: Richard Larson, Chair; Barbara Cambridge,
Bonnie Chambers, Ken Kantor, Dawn Latta, Nancy Lester; Helen Poole, Gary Salvner;
Mary Jo Wagner, and C. Anne Webb. This article first appeared in the May 1994 issue
of English Education, published by the National Council of Teachers of English.

PREA LE

With these principles, the Conference on English Education offers a vision of inservice
education that differentiates it from training in teaching techniques and from the occasional,
sporadic offering of disconnected workshops. Instead, inservice education is viewed as a
major element in a lifelong process by which teachers grow professionally through reflec-
tive practice. We affirm that teachers, like other professionals, build new knowledge and
revise current beliefs through experiences, reading, discussion, reflection, and interaction
with colleagues. Teaching is both an art and a craftone that, however long a person may
practice it, is never perfected.

These axioms of human professional development are the foundations of our view of
inservice education. All of the principles that follow are built upon these axioms and invite
a vigorous and sustained commitment to professional development by all in the educational
community. We offer these principles as a "Bill of Rights" for teachers participating in
inservice educationan elucidation of how teachers and administrators alike ought to view
the processes of inservice educationand as guidelines for those who are leaders of inservice
education programs.
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PRINCIPLE ONE: REFLECTIVE PRACTICE

Teachers engage in action and reflection, thus affirming that learning is the key to better
teaching. Reflection that is conscious and shared in a professional community provides the
necessary context for actively questioning, assessing, and reenvisioning processes of teach-
ing and the beliefs underlying them. Knowledge gained from reflection on (1) the connec-
tion between practice and beliefs, (2) the contexts in which learning occurs, (3) the effects
of specific teaching practices, and (4) an expanded range of alternative practices encour-
ages teachers to forge integrated theories and approaches to teaching and learning. And as
teachers better understand both the constraints imposed and the possibilities offered by the
institutions in which they work, they relax the bonds of those constraints and turn possibili-
ties into realities.

PRINCIPLE TWO: OWNERSHIP

Change cannot be forced. Teachers have the prerogative to change or not change their
practices in light of what occurs in inservice education. Genuine change is made only when
teachers decide for themselves that it is desirable and attainable. Therefore, inservice edu-
cation provides experiences in a risk-accepting environment where sufficient time and guid-
ance supports teachers to (1) try out alternative ways of teaching and learning, (2) reflect
upon those experiences, (3) examine consciously and collaboratively what they attempted,
attained, and learned, (4) evaluate what occurred, (5) examine their beliefs and their prac-
tices, and (6) decide whether to alter their beliefs and practices.

PRINCIPLE THREE: THEORIZED PRACTICE

The common demand for "practical" inservice education does not obscure the theoreti-
cal basis of pedagogy. Inservice education respects teachers' practices while it uncovers the
theoretical assumptions underlying them. It treats teachers' concern with "what to do on
Monday" as a source of critical issues and questions, not as a call for instant solutions. Such
connections encourage assessing assumptions about teaching and learning as they are af-
fected by current theoretical scholarship and by qualitative and quantitative research. When
teachers are knowledgeable about how researchers and theorists identify and investigate
teaching and learning issues, they are able to assess how those investigations contribute to
informed practices and, in turn, to use those assessments to evaluate the effectiveness to
their practices. Inservice education can help teachers participate in the full process of schol-
arly investigation and continue to reflect on the influences contributing to theorized prac-
tice.

PRINCIPLE FOUR: COLLABORATION

Collaborating in decision making, negotiating meanings, and sharing explorations build
communal visions of teaching and learning. Inservice education does not, therefore, simply
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deliver information selected by other parties nor impose a packaged set of "changes." In-
stead, it inspires and maintains an environment in which all who participate work together
to investigate issues and questions they have identified as important.

PRONCOPILE ME: AGENCY

Collaborative inservice education, to be sure, raises the issue of authority. It poses the
questions: "Who is in charge?" and "Who makes the decisions about the focus and timing
of inservice programs?" If teachers are to take and retain responsibility for their own learn-
ing, they need to take an active role in deciding (1) what to explore in order to grow profes-
sionally and (2) how to conduct those explorations. Teachers need to come to an agreement
among themselves on the kinds of inservice education they would like their school to ar-
range and then negotiate with appropriate persons in the larger school community to de-
velop the program.

PRONCOPLE SOX: SUFFOCOENT TOME

For any learner, significant learning requires time. Change is a process, not an event.
Although training can be given quickly, genuine learning is not hastily achieved. When
reflective practitioners question their beliefs and practices, they need time to do so. This is
a recursive process: While investigations of one's beliefs are continuing, questions arise,
new problems are identified, tentative solutions are considered, and then more questions
arise. Inservice education must be planned so that this process can occur over time.

PROMPLE SEVEN: ADMONOSTRATOVE COLLABORATOON

Because in a constructive classroom environment, teachers and children constitute a
community of learners, in a constructive working environment, teachers and administrators
constitute a community of committed educational professionals. In an inservice education
context which promotes such a community, school administrators can become more effec-
tive leaders because they are also learners and risk-takers. Teachers and administrators can
discuss substantive issues and professional readings, and together they can explore instruc-
tional and institutional concerns. Teachers and administrators who work together in these
ways build common goals and visions.

PRONCOPLE EIGHT: SCHOOL-COMMUNOTY PARTNERSHOPS

Inservice education that acknowledges partnerships between and among teachers, par-
ents, school officials, and members of the community strengthens the ties between school,
faculty, and community. Activities which encourage teachers to affirm the genuine and
diverse concerns of parents for the education of their children can create and/or reinforce
parents' involvement and interest in education. Partnerships of various kinds, including
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those with business leaders, funding agencies, school boards, state departments of educa-
tion, universities, and legislators, strengthen the ability of the school and its faculty to rec-
ognize and address the concerns of the larger community and to benefit from a richer and
more substantial awareness of the contexts in which teaching and learning occur.

PRINCIPLE NINE: PLURALISM AND DEMOCRACY

Inservice education respects the cultural diversity of a school's community context and
takes into account the needs and concerns of members of those cultures. By doing so, inservice
education recognizes that teachers learn how to work effectively with students from many
cultures in order to build genuine democratic communities in their classrooms and in our
society. Whatever its focus, inservice education which is built on all these principles and
continues to critique and revise them, provides genuine cases of teachers participating in a
democracy and demonstrates to learners and others in the educational community how such
participation sustains democratic values.

PRINCIPLE TEN: EXPLICIT AND TANGIBLE SUPPORT

Because participating in inservice education is a form of professional service to teach-
ers' schools and students, districts must endorse teachers' continuing efforts to be involved
in such education. Because through inservice education teachers are more-likely to grow
professionally, such participation must be recognized and supported. Tangible support
like compensation, reduced teaching responsibilities, funds for professional membership
and travel, and allocation of released timeto engage in inservice education communicates
to the entire educational community that such professional growth is an expected part of
being a teacher.

CLOSING

These principles are intended to be general: to apply to all inservice education for teachers
at all levels and in all disciplines and for all others in the school community. Our sense of
professional growth demands that all experience such an approach. It is the case, however,
that these principles spring from an understanding of teaching and learning which grows
directly from the theorized practice of English language arts teachers and their students. So
although these principles are by no means limited to teachers of the English language arts,
they are drawn from and are consistent with what we understand of learning and teaching in
language education.
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NCTE's Standing Committee on Teacher Preparation and Certification has developed
these Guidelines by drawing upon the best knowledge base and the best practice that in-
forms the profession at this time. To do this, it has been necessary to move beyond any one
philosophical or pedagogical position or any one of the various competing researcher, prac-
titioner, or "knowledge maker" groups of the sort discussed by Stephen North (1987). The
result of this broad-based approach is that the ideas of many diverse groupscognitivists,
expressivists, constructionists, and otherscontribute to the knowledge base supporting
these Guidelines. Thus, the committee's view has much in common with that of Schallert
(1991) who, in commenting on the debate between the cognitive approach and the social
interactive approach to the teaching of writing, suggests that our students might best be
served when we consider broadly "the psychological process of how individuals represent
to themselves, and are influenced by, the social context in which writing occurs" (36).

We also agree with Greene (1986), who asserts that pedagogy must be morally defen-
sible and that students as free agents must be respected. She contends that if individuals are
to come to know or share meanings, they must be viewed as having the ability to think for
themselves, and that "the kinds of conditions necessary for such thinking can be created in
classrooms" (487). In order to create such classrooms, teachers must have a strong aca-
demic background in the English language arts, and the academic performance of their
students must remain central to teaching and learning. Preservice teachers must also under-
stand the larger context in which learning takes place. As Schallert writes:

When students are learning about their language, when they are engaged in writing at the
request of their teachers, when they are exploring their response to literature, they place
themselves in uniquely vulnerable positions. Classroom systems and teacher responses,
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unless carefully designed and humanely thoughtful, can easily crush their personal in-
vestments and future motivation to engage fully in these learning situations. (1991, p.
37)

How do we help our students attain both the highest levels of academic performance
and the attitudes that accompany such learning? This question defines our basic mission in
developing these Guidelines. To help answer it, we identify several issues that deserve
continuing discussion among English language arts professionals.

I. Breadth of reference.
The 1996 Guidelines contains language and terminology from a wide range of profes-

sional and political points of view; for example, "expressive," "construction," "transac-
tional," and "diversity." However, we avoid associating such terms with specific move-
ments and schools of thought, and do not name, elaborate, or recommend specific concep-
tual frameworks. We did this deliberately to acknowledge the breadth of the knowledge
base for English education and to avoid being over-prescriptive of the content in English
teacher education programs. Thus, the guidelines refer only generally to the structures that
inform the accreditation process, because we prefer to leave interpretive decisions to the
discretion of individual programs, believing that such decisions must be situated in a local
context (see, for example, the earlier chapter, "Characteristics of Effective Teacher-Prepa-
ration Programs for English Language Arts").

The broad reference base in these Guidelines arises from the Standing Committee's
fundamental intention to produce a document based on the principle and spirit of inclusion.
For example, this inclusiveness would lead to choosing texts from what has come to be
called the traditional literary "canon" of British, world, and American literature, as well as
oral and written texts from outside the canon, including English translations of texts origi-
nally written in other languages.

The breadth of reference in the Guidelines may also create the impression that the
document is intended to be all things to all people. This is not the case. Instead, we wish to
emphasize our belief that the diverse conceptual frameworks that inform English education
share important common ground in terms of both theory and practice. Even though, for
example, fundamental differences do separate social constructionists and expressivists, both
groups jointly support a variety of teaching practices, especially those that center instruc-
tion on real rhetorical situations and those that bring students into active contact with a wide
range of texts and audiences.

2. Common ground for the knowledge guidelines.
The knowledge guidelines articulated in this document are broadly conceived and rest

on the common ground shared by various literary, rhetorical, and linguistic theories. For
example, the guideline for language development includes an item based on a cognitivist
point of view that focuses on the development of thought and language in individuals. That
section, as well as other sections, also refers to a social constructionist perspective. Addi-
tionally, the guidelines on composing language and written discourse are primarily
expressivist in their orientation, while the guideline on reading and literature refers to Louise
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Rosenblatt's "transactional" theory of literature as well as to a more general reader-response
approach to literary texts.

The knowledge guidelines demonstrate directly the Standing Committee's determina-
tion to draw attention to the importance of seeking commonalities among diverse, some-
times opposed, theories and their attendant practices. For programs seeking accreditation,
this pluralistic, inclusionary approach leaves open many areas for interpretation. First, how
should teachers approach translating such a variety of conceptual frameworks into coherent
classroom practices, course plans, and programs? Second, how should programs be struc-
tured in order to reflect the broad and eclectic range of conceptual frameworks brought
together in the Guidelines? Third, what range of options does such a pluralistic approach
provide for teacher education programs to account for local and regional variations in cul-
ture, language, and dialect? Fourth, what range of options does such an approach leave
open to programs beyond the implementation of superficial "survey" methods courses
(Smagorinsky and Whiting, 1995)?

3. Balance between conservation and reform.
To what extent should each ten-year revision of the Guidelines reflect current profes-

sional and political trends and movements, and to what extent should the Guidelines ex-
press continuity with previous revisions?

One way of looking at the document as it has developed over the years is to see it as a
cumulative, evolving text with its own characteristics, priorities, and language. In such a
view, this is a conserving document that gives English educators the opportunity to focus
their attention on disciplinary history and to maintain contact with long-held values. Such a
view also encourages English educators to maintain contact with language and terminology
that have helped define central disciplinary concerns and practices. For example, succes-
sive revisions of the Guidelines have used words like "process," "content," "media," and
"discourse" that all English educators are able to recognize and relate to specific issues and
classroom practices.

Another way of looking at the Guidelines is as a document that defines and redefines
the discipline at regular ten-year intervals, and that responds to the professional, social, and
political trends that are most significant during the time in which each revision is being
composed. In such a view, Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language
Arts is an activist document which seeks change and attempts periodic reorientation of the
discipline and the language used to represent it.

Both of these views lead to important insights, though neither view is sufficient in
itself. Looking at the Guidelines in terms of its continuity with the past can lead to stagna-
tion, reduction, and reification of language and practice. Looking at the Guidelines in the
context of current trends and movements, on the other hand, leads to short-sightedness,
excess, and distortion. Also, both of these views operating independently and unmindfully
of each other in the discipline contribute to the so-called "swinging pendulum" effect. This
phenomenon (which is not unique to English education) is characterized by oscillations in
the orientation of the discipline from one extreme position to another. One example of this
occurred during the 1940s and 1950s, in the years leading up to the collapse of the Progres-
sive Movement. During that period, English educators strongly supported the "life adjust-
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ment curriculum" which rejected traditional practice based on academic study and invested
single-mindedly in Progressive reform. The long-term result of this well-meaning, highly
student-centered orientation was a de-emphasis of academic study and an embarrassingly
weak curriculum that was discarded in favor of an "academic model" in the 1950s and
1960s. At the time, the academic model was interpreted as a reestablishment of traditional
academic values that had been wrongly abandoned during the preceding period of reform.
This model, in turn, led to a discipline-centered curriculum that ultimately also fell victim
to its own excesses by failing to respond to the needs and interests of students. That aca-
demic model was swept aside in the turbulent political climate of the late 1960s and early
1970s (Applebee, 1974). In terms of this pattern, the current revision of the Guidelines
suggests movement in the direction of many basic progressive principles, such as student-
centeredness, expressive writing, and multiculturalism, without aligning itself with any
particular movement or school of thought.

This basic tendency notwithstanding, the Standing Committee has made an earnest
attempt through this revision of the Guidelines to seek explicitly and openly a balance
between conservation and reform, a balance which would encourage teacher educators to
develop ways in which academic rigor and student-centeredness will complement and not
exclude each other. It would be impossible to argue that successive revisions of the Guide-
lines should not reflect changes in social, political, and professional circumstances. Such
changes are, after all, at the heart of the revision process itself. It would be just as impos-
sible to argue that any good would be served by any revision of the Guidelines which would
dislodge the discipline from its traditions and underpinnings. Such balance is particularly
important since Guidelines for the Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts is
used as a working document in the accreditation of English teacher education programs,
which serve broad and varied communities and exist in bureaucratic institutions which, by
their very nature, are often difficult and slow to change.

4. Conceptual frameworks.
In the 1996 revision, as was the case in the 1986 edition, the guidelines for pedagogy

are firmly rooted in the process pedagogy of the 1980s. These guidelines highlight "learn-
ing/teaching processes" and refer frequently to such phenomena as mind-engaging pro-
cesses, process measures, and meaning-making processes. Along with this emphasis on
process there is, as there always has been in process pedagogy itself, a corresponding em-
phasis on the connections between individual cognitive development and teaching meth-
ods.

This stand on cognitivism and process pedagogy constitutes a strong link with previous
revisions of the Guidelines while not overlooking the work of literary scholars, educational
theorists, and rhetoricians who see themselves as representatives of more explicitly
postmodern points of view such as social constructionism. This latter orientation posits a
"liberatory" role as well as vigorous social activism for teachers of "literacy." Social con-
structionists also often operate on the basis of a broader "anti-foundationalist" agenda against
what they understand to be the "foundational" tenets of cognitivism and process pedaiogy.
Despite these very real areas of disagreement, with respect to both the pedagogy guidelines
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and the knowledge guidelines, the Standing Committee strongly encourages programs seek-
ing accreditation to emphasize connectedness and common ground across conceptual frame-
works that often seem, on the surface, to be contradictory. These connections are important,
especially given the fact that many teaching practices, such as authentic assessment and the
use of reading and writing workshops, are central to enacting several different conceptual
frameworks in the classroom.

5. New technologies.
As teacher educators look forward to preservice teachers' needs for the twenty-first

century, they should be aware of the possibilities that new technologies offer. This revision
of the Guidelines represents what the Standing Committee knows and was able to articulate
about emerging technologies during the three-year period in which this edition was written.
The use of the Internet, as one example, increased significantly even as we worked on this
document. Graphic interfaces such as the World Wide Web have created additional possi-
bilities for delivery of instruction, expansion of materials and resources, and interaction
among diverse populations. As such interactive structures are developed for classrooms, the
instructional uses of such technology need to be closely monitored. Teachers need to be
knowledgeable about possible uses and abuses, especially as technology replaces more tra-
ditional teaching approaches.

Similarly, teachers must look carefully at the ways in which developments in learning
and brain research inform pedagogy and attitudes. Technology is making it possible to liter-
ally monitor brain activity and learning over time. Educators are benefiting from that knowl-
edge, but the misuse of it could cause effective teaching and learning to be called obsolete
before there is sufficient information to make that judgment.

6. Educational reform.
The pedagogy guidelines focus attention on the many disparities among the Guide-

lines, teacher education programs, and language arts programs in secondary schools. Spe-
cifically, the pedagogy guidelines point out that the kinds of classrooms and teaching ap-
proaches represented in the Guidelines as a whole may differ substantially from current
practices in the secondary schools and classrooms where beginning teachers will student
teach and begin their careers. By drawing attention to these disparities, the Standing Com-
mittee acknowledges that one function of the Guidelines is to help initiate reform by edu-
cating teachers and then placing them in schools as agents of change. In this context, it is
worth noting that even though many organizations and individual reformers have made
similar attempts over the last one hundred years, educational historians like Cremin (1961)
and Cuban (1993) argue that such reform efforts have had mixed success. Is this because
classroom teachers are unwilling to change? Does it suggest a greater-than-understood de-
gree of inertia in the public schools? Or does it indicate a serious and long-running es-
trangement of scholars, university teacher education programs, and accreditation authori-
ties from the needs and desires of teachers, local communities, and their schools?

By continuing to encourage reform, the Standing Committee asserts its belief that
preservice teacher education does have an effect on school policies and teaching practices,
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and that the fundamental student-centered principles that have guided the work of the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English over the last several decades still represent strongly
held values in English education.

7. Sensitivity to student needs.
The section on attitudes stresses the importance of teachers developing an awareness

and appreciation of students' backgrounds, language, and needs as learners. The need for
such attitudes has been prominent in earlier versions of the Guidelines as well as in posi-
tions NCTE has taken since its founding in 1911 (particularly during periods like the late
1940s and early 1950s, and the late 1960s and early 1970s). Furthermore, such sensitivities
toward students reflect long-standing commitment to tolerance and compassion for all indi-
viduals.

The attitudes section also affirms the need for English teachers to ground their attitudes
toward the profession in ongoing scholarly practice. This practice should be reflected in
teachers' efforts to establish challenging and rigorous lessons, courses, units, and programs
of academic study. There must be strong guidance to encourage English teachers to design
curricula and classroom approaches which challenge students to the highest level of aca-
demic excellence in English, enabling them to think and use language, to fully develop as
individuals, and to interact successfully with others in the world. At the same time, English
teachers must not overlook the context in which they foster high academic standards; these
standards can be better achieved if they are based on the students' interests and are main-
tained in a setting that supports students and encourages universal respect.

In order to accomplish such complex tasks, it is necessary for English educators to
understand that, ultimately, the shape that educational programs and approaches to teaching
take depends strongly on the needs and wishes of the communities in which schools are
located. Indeed, because it is often so difficult to balance rigorous academic standards with
student-centered approaches, it is necessary for English educators and classroom teachers
to develop an open and responsive understanding of local communities and a strong work-
ing relationship with school patrons and parents of current students (see Moffett, 1994).
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Appendix:
A Personal View from a Beginning Teacher

by Larry Crapse
English Coordinator, Florence Public School District One, South Carolina

On my first day of work as a high school English teacher, the principal held a brief
meeting with all new faculty and told us emphatically that we were responsible for finding
out what to do and how and when to do it. After making a few cryptic comments about how
glad he was to have us on his staff, he exited the room to attend to "other pressing duties."
Collectively stunned, the other teachers and I sat in uncomfortable silence for a few mo-
ments, having expected more direction from our leader. Finally, one gentleman cleared his
throat and said, "I think it's time we made some new friends around here."

While my experience probably is not typical of most new English teachers, I did learn
from it. I quickly realized that new teachers need older, more seasoned mentors to show
them the ropes, to help them acquire the tacit knowledge necessary about the school and
how it operates. Without such direction, the critical first year of classroom work might, for
many teachers, be unpleasant at best, disastrous at worst.

I was fortunate to be befriended my first day on the job by a science teacherfootball
coach who methodically and patiently explained to me the procedures for acquiring books,
setting up clerical records, securing necessary supplies, and handling the paperwork stuffed
in my mailbox. In an informal but informative tour of the building and grounds, he gave me
advice on how to deal with the front office, how to communicate with parents, how to deal
with student discipline. In less than two hours, I had gained valuable insights into the cul-
ture of the school and its day-to-day operation. Because of this veteran teacher's kindness
and generosity, I was able to prepare well for the opening of school and to feel that I had a
friend to turn to in moments of confusion or uncertainty.

Over the course of my career, I have heard stories similar to minestories about how
mentorship helped to make a smooth path out of a potentially rocky one during the first
year. On the other hand, I have also heard from teachers who recalled with pain and regret
the difficulties of their initial year of teaching, working without a mentor. Those unfortu-
nate and disappointing experiences would not have occurred if other teachers had shown
interest.
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Veteran teachers can help their first-year colleagues in six simple, yet significant, ways.
I believe experienced teachers should:

1. Go to the new teachers right away.
Don't wait for trouble to develop before acting. Let your presence and availability be

known. Remember that new teachers may be too intimidated, shy, or overwhelmed to ask
for help. A simple "I'm here if you need me" can mean the difference between desperation
and success.

2. Offer practical advice.
Share with new teachers your most effective methods for getting things done. Let them

in on your "secrets" for expediting requests, acquiring materials and resources, and han-
dling students' problems and parents' concerns. Open to your new colleagues the files of
written materials that you've developed to deal with these matters.

3. Be positive!
Let the new teachers know that you are interested in their work. Stop by their rooms

briefly to see how they are doing, and congratulate them on what they have accomplished.
Put little notes in their mailboxes when you hear or see something good they have done.

4. Show genuine concern and empathy.
Tell them what you have learned from your experience about particular problems they

may be experiencing or feelings they may be expressing. The first year can be stressful;
help it go more smoothly by lending a caring ear. Convey the impression that you are all
part of a team working for the good of the students and the community. Demonstrate how
looking beyond the walls of the classroom to the broader dimensions of the profession can
be inspiring and renewing.

5. Respect the new teachers' space.
Keep in mind that these individuals are feeling pressures from many directions. Don't

impose by offering too much advice, especially when it is unsolicited. Keep yourself at a
comfortable but civilized distance as the year goes along. The first year is, in many ways,
the most experimental. The teachers will undoubtedly appreciate your being near when
needed.

6. Listen!
When the new teachers need someone to talk with, be willing to hear them out. Stop

what you are doing, make eye contact, and use body language that shows your concern and
interest. Never appear as if your thoughts are on some other topic. You may be able to give
valuable advice, but remember that new teachers sometimes need another person simply to
listen. Just being there may be enough.
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Experienced teachers who follow these suggestions can help make a neophyte's first
year of teaching more pleasant and successful. More important, though, such actions are
evidence that teaching is more than just a jobit is a humanitarian effort that involves the
best that lies within us, not only for our students but also for those who teach them.
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